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You h~ve asked me to give you a message.
can I give you?

We have got the greatest

All that

do

great

powers that we possessed.
Let us utilise

our great

Let us forego our
collective

personal

and the

message

message in the Quran

for our guidance and enlightenment.
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qualities, virtues and
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potentialities
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ideal.

in the right direction.
and convenience

for the

good of our people and for a higher and nobler cause.

Pakistan aims at it and if we stand united, organised and faithful
to our cause, the time is not far off when we shall achieve our

,
./

goal and prove ourselves worthy of our wonderful

and glorious

past.
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The Father of the Nation

-Message

to N.W.F.P. Muslim Students'

Federation, Apri I 4, 1943.
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New Hostel have taken remarkable intiative in that their magazine is the

first

publication

(in

English Language only) of

.

Government College, Lahore on the eve of the Quaid's Centenary.
I hope the Patras will continue inspiring in our young writers the
spirit of creative thinking, meditation am:! contemplation maintaining its excellent standards in future also.
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EDITORIAL

The Quaid and the Nation

•

1976 has been declared "the Quaid-i-Azam year" by the
present government.
The whole nation is fervently and
enthusiastically busy in celebrating the Quaid's centenary.
Glowing tributes are being paid to the Founder of Pakistan
who guided the muslims of the su b-continent to cast off the
centuries old yoke of colonialism and made a tryst with
destiny to put an end to its worst legacy of poverty and backwardness.
It was under the dynamic and inspiring leadership of
the Quaid-i-Azam, Muhammad Ali Jinnah that our elders
strove arduously and fought against the over whelming odds
to translate a vision and a dream in to an everlasting reality.
He was the man endowed with a piercing intellectual vision
who came to the rescue of the muslims of the sub continent
when they were still groping in the dark for the final way out
of the blind alley of darkness.
Pakistan is a magnificent living memorial to the Father
of the Nation. It was both historical necessity and the will
of the people that placed Pakistan on the map of the world.
Its emergence could not be prevented by vociferous propaganda against the composition and viability of a state
comprising regions separated by one thousand miles of alien
territory and differences of language and socia I usages. To those
reared on text book concepts of Weste(n Political Science,
such a state seemed unnatural.
But it was the supreme self
confidence of the leader and irresistable ability to inspire
17
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his people with his own power of conviction, that overcame
strong obstacles to Pakistan's emergence within less than a
,decade of its adoption as a national objective.
Many valuable years have been lost in running die
'country with the help of slogans. We observe every year
at leailt four anniversaries associated with the Quaid-i-Azam.
Tributes are paid every time to his gre'lt qualities of character
that enabled him to mobilse and discipline his people for
'shaking the very roots of the mighty British Empire in India
with the force of a volcanic eruption. Seminars and meetings
are held every year where eminent speakers trace out. the
history of the Pakistan movement and place historical events
in perspective spelling out the rationale of Pakistan and
-outlining the imperative need for vigilance
But how for have we been successful in achieving the
-objectives and the ideals of the Quaid?
This is the question
which agitates the mind of the whole nation. Soon after
hi s death, the people were engaged in a scramble for power
that was to imperil national stability and cohesion. The
clouds of regionalism,
parochialism,
racial or linguistic
fanaticism surrounded the horizons of the country. It was
led from ceaseless changes of government, party dissensions
and maladministration
to more than a decade of military
dictatorships which scrapped two constitutions and gave a
handle to the secessionists in East Pakistan.' Thus the
country was dismembered, truncated and humiliated.
It is an irrefutable fact that Islam is the ideological basis
of Pakistan.
Islamic ideology is simply on interpretation
and elaboration of Islamic Kalema, which epitomises the
fundamentals of Islam and presents in nutshell the 'quintessence' of Islamic teachings. Ideally speaking, it is incumbent upon the votaries of an ideologically"Islamlc
state to
build a society which works on such principles as are embo-

19

-died in the Quran and "Sunnah".
Islam becomes a great
humanistic force, highlighting the need and value of social
justice, equhy and fraternity in hum~n relations of all types.
It is committed to the ideals of universal brotherhood and
social justice 'and c~riseq~'~nt1y' it can have' no truck with
-aggressive nationalism, parochialism and racialism.
Pakistan, in fact, was the full realisation of our unfettered
national freedom which had been the aim and goal of our
long and sustained struggle for freedom, Thc muslims of
'the sub-continent embarked on the struggle for a state where
the principles of Islamic justice and equity could prevail and
-they be enabled to live in peace in accordance with their
religious beliefs and cultural values. But what happened '1
Islamic ideals and values were constantly preached but never
-practised. Islam remained at the level of a slogan and Islamic
ideology did not go down to our hearts. Lip service was
-paid to it but it was not accepted as a working philosophy
-of life.
The dark clouds will vanish. A silver lining will appear
-and a new day will dawn. Our destiny demands an Islamic
Revolution.
Political reality justifies it, posterity awaits it
.and by God we will have it. Courage is in our blood, we
are the children of a rich heritage.
Let us pledge ourselves anew to translate in to reality
the dreams of Iqbal, hopes of the Quaid and the aspirations
-of the muslims of the sub-continent.
History could bear
testimony that the muslims had always lacked material
resources but they crushed their enemies by dint of their
unshakable faith in God, A handful of persons with a real
love for God could even today bring about a revolution
meant for ameliorating the lot of humanity.
Staunch faith
in Islam and democratic values being our lodestar, the ship
-of the state can remain steady, gather speed and pursue its

20

course unswervingly.
Let us renew our committment
t<>
unity", faith. a~d 9~sc;:ipline so tha~, we are able to make
Pakistan-free
from the exploitation of political vandals,
I
:
liberated from oppressive socio-le~on?mic inequiti,es, wedded
to political and economi,c democracy, imbued with the spirit.
of modern statecnift and spiralling to new heights in the
comity of nations ..

•
Special Section
(TRIBUTES TO THE QUAID)
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The Quaid-i-Azam's
Concept of Pakistan
s. A.

Rehman

The history ofthe creation of Pakistan reads like a political romance.
The dynamic and charismatic leadership of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad
Ali Jannah, within the space of a few years, rallied the Indian Musli ms
to the Crescent and star flag of the All-India Muslim Leage and gave
such a momentum to the Pakistan Movement that neither the formidable
forces of British Imperialism nor the wily tactics of the dreams of Hindu
hegemony, masquerading under the guise of nationalists, could hold up
its rising tide.
The Quaid-e-Azam was a unique maker of History.
By
purely constitutional methods, he was successful in carving out of the
Indian subcontinent, what he himself described as "the greatest Muslim
State in the world", t based not on territorial, racial or Iinguistic factors
but on the bed-rock of Islamic ideology. It would be, therefor, of more
than passing interest for all students of political history to know what sort
of vision had inspired the Founder of this ideological state.
The motivating forces behind the genesis of Pakistan are highlighted
by several pronouncements of the Quaid-e-Azam, before Independence.
In the course of his extempore address as President of the annua I
session of the Muslim League, held at Patna, from the 26th to the 29th
December, 1939, the Quaid Declared: ''It is a misfortune of our country;
indeed it is a tragedy that the High Command of the Congress, is determind,
absolutely determind to crush all other communities and cultures in this
country and establishad Hindu Raj. They talk of Swaraj but they mean only
Hindu Raj. 2 His comment on the behaviour of the Congress Ministries
in the six or seven Provinces in which they had gained power under the
1935 Consititution was that they had compelled muslim children to accept
"Bande Matrum" as their national song though it was "idolatrous
and
1.

Selected

2.

Speeches

speeches

end statements-Refiq

and writings-Jamil-ud-din

Alzal p. 419.
Ahmed Vol. 1. pp. 76.78.
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a hymn of hate against Muslims."
The Congress flag was "paraded as
the national flag of India and thrust upon the Muslims" as such. The
Congress
scheme of Hindi-Hindustani,
was in the Quaid's opinion,
"intended to stifle and suppress Urdu" which had become the symbol of
Islamic culture.
In respect of the Wardha Education Scheme, die Quaid
gave out that Mr. Gandhi had inspired that scheme and that he was
turning the Congress into an instrument for the revival of Hinduism. He
then referred to the Pirpur Report and summed up its effect by saying:
"Today Hindu mentality and outlook is being nurtured and Muslims are
being forced to accept the Hindu ideals in their daily life."
It is against this background that the Quaid's observations' in the
course of his speech on the Finance Bill, in the Indian Legislative Assembly, on the 22nd of March 1939, must be understood.
On that occasion,
he addressed the British and Hindu Congress groups and warned them in
these prophetic words:
"But let me tell you-and I tel1 both of you-that you alone or this
organisation alone or both com bind will never succeed in destroying our
souls. You will never be able to destroy that culture which we have
inherited, the Islamic Culture, and that spirit will live, is going to live and
has live."3
What were the contours of this culture, about whose protection
the Quaid was so solicitous?
A glimpse of the Quaid's mind, on this
question, is furnished to us in a letter addressed by him to Mr. Gandhi,
on the 21st January, 1940. He wrote:
"Today you deny that religion can be a main factor in de~ermining a
',ation but you yourself, when asked what you motive in life was, "the
thing that leads us to do what we do", whether it was reglious or social
or political, SJid: "Purely Religious!
The gamut of man's activities
today constitutes an indivisible whole.
You cannot divide social
economic, political and purely religious work into water-tight compartments, I do not know any religion apart from human activity. It provides
a moral basis to all other activities which they would otherwise lack,
reducing life to a maza of "sound and fury signifying nothing."4
When there was a hysterical out-burst in Congress and other Hindu
circles, on the passing of the famous Lahore Resolution, in March 1940,
3.

IbId., p. 90.

4.

Correspondence-Sha,ifuddin

Pirzad., Pp. 416-16.
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the Quaid-e-Azam issued a statement, in which he explaind why the
~uslim minorities in Hindu India, readily supported the Lahore ResolutIOn. He pointed out:
"The question for the Muslim minorities in Hindu India is whether
the entire Muslim India of 90,00,000 should be subjected to a Hindu
majority Raj or whether, at last 60,000,000 of Musalmans residing in the
areas where they form a majority should have their own homeland and
thereby ha ve an opportunity to develop their spiritual, cultural economic
and political life, in accordance with their own genius and shape their
own future destiny, at the time al10wing Hindus and others to do
likewise. "5
The incidents of Muslim identity are lucidly brought out in a letter
dated the 17th September, 1944, of the Quaid-e-Azam to Mr. Gandhi.
He wrote;
"We maintain and hold that Muslims and Hindus are two major
nations by any definition or test of a nation.
We are a nation of a
hundred million and what is more, we are a nation with our o\\'n distinctive culture and civilization, language and literature. art and architecture.
names and nomenclature, sense of value and proportion, legal laws and
mor~l. codes: customs and calendar, history and traditions, aptitudes and
ambJtlOnS-lI1 short, we have our own distinctive outlook on life and
of life. By all canons of international law, we are a nation".
in a
subsequent letter to Mr. Gandhi, dated the 21st September, 1944, be
observed:
"Can you not appreciate our point of view that we clai m the right of
self-determination as a nation and not as a territorial unit and that we
are entitled to exercise our inherent right as a Muslim nation, which is
our brith-right."6
To the Pir Shahib of Manki Sharif, the Quaid-e-Azam
in a letter
written in N Ovember, 1945, conveyed this assurance: "It i: needless to
emphasise that the Constituent Assembly which would be predominantly
Muslim in its composition, would be able to enact laws for Muslims not
inconsistent with the Shariat Laws and the Muslims will no longe~ be
obliged to abide by un-Islamic Laws".7
5.

Ibid.. pp. 174-175:"

6.

Correspondence-Sharifludin

7.

Ibid•• PP. 210.211.'

Pirzad. pp. 112.113.
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In his concluding remarks at the Karachi Session of the A.I. Muslim
League, on the 26th of December, 1943, the Quaid-e-Azam characterised
Islam and the Quran as "the bedrock and the Sheet-anchor" of Muslim
India and added:
"I am sure that as we go on, there will be more and
more of one-ness-one God, one Prophet and one Nation".8
There were five occasions on which direct references to communists
or communism were made, either by the Quaid-e-Azam himself or by
.someone else in his presence.
These reveal his personal reactions to
Communistic concepts.
While delivering his Presidential Address extempore at the Karachi
-Session of the A.I. Muslim League on the 24th December, 1943, the Quaid
had a humorous dig at the communists.
He said:
"I find that the
cleverest party that are carrying on propaganda are the Communists.
They have got so many flags and 1 think they consider that there is safety
in number. They have got the red flag; they have got the Russian flag;
they have got the Soviet flag; they have got the Congress flag. And now
they have been good enough to introduce our flag also. Well, when a
.man has got too many flags, I get suspicious."9
On the 9th of March, 1944, in a speech at the Aligarh Muslim Uni.
versity Union, the Quaid warned:
., Another party which has become
very active of late is the Communist party. Their propaganda is insidious
and 1 warn you not to fall in their clutches. Their propaganda is a snare
and a trap. What is it that you want? All this talk of socialism, communism, national socialism and every other issue is out of place. Do you
think you can do anything just now. How and when can you decide
as to what form of Government you are going to have in Pakistan. "10
This extract may perhaps be interpreted by some as non-committed
since the exhortation in the end about the time of decision may be held to
involve postponement of the issue. But the Quaid was much more
explicit in his speech at the concluding. session of the Punjab Muslim
Students Federation Conference at Lahore held on the 19th March, 1944.
The Quaid-e-Azam warned the Communist Party to "keep their hands off
the Muslims",. They did not want any other flag than the League flag and
Islam was their guide and complete code for their life. They did not want

any "isms",

he declaredl1.

In his earlier remarks at that Conference, he has talked of the goal
given by the Muslim League to the Muslims and pointed out that "it was
no more a slogon-it was something which the Muslims had understood
and in it lay their defence, deliverance and destiny which would once more
ring to the World that there was a Muslim State which would revive the
past glories of Islam"ll .
Further light is thrown on the mind of the Quaid by the message
which he sent on the occasion of the ce lebration of" lqbal Day" at Lahore,
on the 9th December, 1944.
Tn that message he described Iqbal as "a true and faithful follower
of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), a Muslim first and a Muslim
last", and "the interpreter and voice of Islam". He referred to his
"unflinching faith in Islamic principle" and commented that "Success
in life meant to him the realisation of one's self". "To achieve this end,
he added, "the only means was to follow the teachings of Islam".
In
conclusion, the Quaid said : "I whole-heartedlyassociate
myself with
the celebation of this "Iqbal Day" and pray that we may live up to the
ideals prescribed by our National Poet sothat we may be able to achieve
and give a practical shape to these ideals in our sovereign state of Pakistan,
when established"13.
In his address to the students of Islamia College, Peshawar, in 1945,
the Quaid made it clear that" The League stood for carving out States in
India where Muslims were in numerical majority to rule there under
Islamic Law."14
Talking to Muslim League workers
1945, the Quaid explained:
"I am an
enough to live comfortably at this age.
water, run about and take so much
surely but for you, the poor people.

at Calcutta, on the 1st of March,
old man. God has given me
Why would I turn my blood into
trouble.
Not for the Capitalists

In 1936, I have seen the abject poverty of the people. Some did not
get food, even once a day. I have not seen them recently but my heart
11.
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goes out to them. J feel and in Pakistan, we will do all in our power to
.see that everybody can get a decent living." 15
Those observations did not imply an inclination towards socialistic
thinking.
Wlt:;tt the Quaid-e-Azam had said was wholly consistent with
the reg\lirements of the Islamic system itself. Consideration
for the
havenpts is not a monopoly of Communism.

The above statement was followed by another made by the Quaid-eAzam during the discussion on a resolution of the A.I.
'Council

Meeting

Muslim League

held at Karachi on the 14th and 15th December, 1947.

'On that occasion the following weighty words fell from

the lips of the

Quaid-e-Azam :
"Let it be clear that Pakistan is going to be a Muslim State based on

The Quaid-e-Azam addressed the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan,
on being elected its first President, on the II th of August, 1947. In the
course of that address, the Quaid referred to the historic conflict between
Roman Catholics and Protestants in England and proceeded to say:
"Thank God, we are not starting in those days. We are starting in the
days when there is no discrimination, no distinction between one community and another, no discrimination betwecn one caste or creed and
another.
We are starting with the fundamental principle that we are all
citizens and equal citizens of one state".
Further on, he expressed himself in words which have been seized upon by Secularists to support their
pet theory of change of views on the part of the Quaid-e-Azam.
He said:
"Now, I think, we should keep that in front of us as our ideal and
you will find that in course qf time, Hindus will cease to be Hindu and
Muslims would cease to be Muslims, not in the religious sense, because
that is the personal faith of each individual, but in the political sense as
citizens of the State. "16
One must not be misled by the use of the expression "cease to be" ,
in this passage. This was only a rhetorical method of emphasising the
fact that all residents of Pakistan would henceforth share a common
citizenship, equaily. The words "not in the religious sense" should be
prominently kept in view, while considering its implications.
He seems
to have been anxious to assure the minorities of Pakistan that they would
enjoy full cultural and religious autonomy along with fundamental
equality as citizens.

Islam ideals.
is

.0

It is not going to be an ecclesiastical state.

discrimination

as far as citizenship is concerned.

even the U.N.O. has characterised

The whole world,

Pakistan as a Muslim State."17

It is wishful thinking to imagine that the Quaid-e-Azam has given up,
after

Partition,

Theory".

what is a erroneously

described

as the "Two Nation

In the course of an interview given to Reuter's

correspondent,

Dunecan Hooper, on the 25th October, 1947, the Quaid stated:
"As

for the Two Nation Theory, it is not a theory but a fact.

division of India is based on that fact and

The

what is more, that fact has

been proved beyond doubt by the ugly and deplorable events of the past
two months and by the action of the Dominion
Hindus

from Pakistan, as their nationals.

there is one Nation?

of India

in pulling out

How then can it be said that

I do not wish to dwell upon

this further.

There

are many other events that are taking place which go to show the reality
which is that the Dominion of India is a Hindu State."
minorities

He added

that

belonging to different faiths, living in Pakistan or Hundustan

do not cease to be citizens

of the respective

states and that he had

repeatedly made it clear, specially in his opening speech to the Constituent
Assembly that the minorities in Pakistan would be treated as full citizens.ls
This places that speech in its proper perspective.
The Quaid-e-Azam

On the 25th of August 1974, the Quaid, while, replying to civic
address presc{ibed by the Karachi Corporation, declared that "it should
be our aim, not only to remove want and fear of all types but also to
secure liberty, fraternity and equality, as enjoined upon us by Islam."

In Islam there

addressed

the Karachi

25th January, 1948, on the auspicious
birthday

and said that

occasion

Bar Association

of the Holy Prophet's

he could not undcrstand

a section of the people

who deliberately wanted to creat mischief and propagated

I
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.tion of social justice and Islamic socialism which emphasises equality
the Constitution

of Pakistan could not be made on the basis of Shariat..

He declared:

of man."

It is apparent that the phrase" Islamic Socialism"

"Islamic
ago."

brother-hood

principles

are as applicable to life as they were 1300 years.

Referring to the minorities, he explained that Islam and idealism

and

'with the Quaid-e-Azam.

did not originate

It seems to have occurred in the address that was

presented to him by his hosts.

If one reads this sentence in the context

had taught democracy and equality, justice and fairplay to everybody.
He reminded his hearers that the Prophet was a great teacher and great

of the whole speech, it becomes crystal clear that the Quaid-e-Azam

had

in mind only the Islamic principles of social justice when he repeated

the

Law-giver and added:

term "Islamic

"No doubt there are many people who do not quite appreciate

when

we talk of Islam. Islam is not only a set of rituals and spiritual doctrines.
Islam is also a Code for every Muslim

which regulates

his life and his.

He bracketed his own sentiments with those

of millions of Musalmans, in this connection and surely it is not claimed
that the Muslim

masses have any prodiliction

for the socialist creed.

Moreover, the qualifying clause "which emphasises equality and brotherhood of man"

conduct even in politics and economics and the like."19

Socialism".

gives a positive

indication

tha t it was meant only as a

compendious description of the Islamic social system.
A Durbar was held at Sibi in Baluchistan, on the 14th of February,
1948, by the Quaid-e-Azam as Governor-General
the impending changes in the administrative
Quaid

of Pakistan.

Expatiating

system of Baluchistan,

the

gave out that in proposing the new scheme, he had one underlying

principle
belief",

in mind-the
he said "that

principle

of Muslim

our salvation

Democracy.

"It

is my

lies in following the golden rules

of conduct set for us by our great Law-giver, the Prophet of Islam.
us lay the foundations
ideals and plinciples.

Let

of our democracy on the basis of truly Islamic
Our Almighty has taught

us that our decisions

in the affairs ot the State shall be guided by discussion and consultation."2o

The Quaid was clearly cognisant, here, of the Quranic principle

Just after uttering

the sentence quoted above, the Quaid proceeded to say:
"Similarly you are voicing my thoughts in asking and in aspiring
equal opportunities

for all. These targets of progress are not controversial

in Pakistan, for we demanded Pakistan,
it so that physically

we struggled for it, we achieved

as well as spiritually

affairs according to our tradition and genius.
fraternity

of men-these

and civilisation.

we are free to conduct our
Brotherhood,

equality

and

are all the basic ;:>oints of our religion, culture

And we fought for Pakistan because there was a danger

of denial of these human rights in his sub-continent."
A very important pronouncement

was made by the Qaid-e-Azam

the course of a speech on the occasion of the opening ceremony

of Shoora.

for

in

of the

State Bank of Pakistan, on the 1st of July, 1948.. ,[ shall watch with keenOn the 26th of March, 1948, the Quaid-e-Azam
Reception

at Chittagong (East Pakistan).

his observations

attended

a Public

Much is sought to be made of

on that occasion by the protagonists

of Socialism and

111

particu lar this sentence of h is speech:

ness", said the Quaid-e-Azam,"

of millions

of Musalmans when you say that Pakistan should he based on sure founda-

in evolving banking practices compatible with Islamic ideals of social and
economic life. The economic

pp. 455-~6.
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system of the West has created

miracle can save it from disaster that

"
P 56.

...•• ,; "

is now facing

the world.

failed to do justice between man and man and to eradicate
international

19.

Organisation
almost

insoluble problems for humanity and to many of us it appears that only a

"You are only voicing my sentiments and the ~entiments

20.

the work of your Research

field.

On the contrary,

.two world wars, in the last half country.

friction

It has
from

it was largely responsible for the
The western world, in spite of

32
its advantages

of mechanisation

and

industrial

worse mess than ever before in history.
theory

and pJactice

people.

and

world

concept

to

relevant

any socialistic

an

that

speeches

torn

failed

from

nations.

The Quaid-e-Azam's

and progressive
exigencies
Session

context,

age.

of the A.I. Muslim

of the Quaid-e-

the

true

stands

their

in complete

consonance

held in October

of the

as that

system.

Address

of

per-conceived

revealed

In his Presidential

League,

theories

significance

of the Islamic

was

from

of a

His dynamic
with

the

at the Lucknow

1937,

he

had

given

his advice to the Muslims:
"Think
decision
It

is taken,
would

wel1-considered
Pakistan

hundred

and

times

stand

not

have

before

you

been in keeping
view

any

decision,

with his character

lightly,

it has been demonstrated

place in the fundamentals

take

but once a

by it as one man."22

pre-partition

Said The Quaid :

on true Islamic

in the full perspective

personality

Islam

of the Modern

based

to myths to support

protagonist

view of

a

in our own way

is that he was far removed

to appreciate

their

views or have resorted

and steadfast

of creating

faith and those who have propounded

Quaid's

consistent

goal

from the examination

and statements

have either

sentences

our

system

in a.

and social justice. "'1

emerges

or secularist

to the contrary,

economic

is today

of western economic

We must work our destiny

of manhood

conclusion

Azam's

stray

the

of equality

The

The adoption

will not help us in achieving

happy and contented
present

efficiency

after

the

to change

establishment

that in fact no such change

his
of
took

"It is only the will of God that. this nation, against
which the British imperialists on the one hand and
Hindu Banias on the other, had conspired to wipe it out
from the face of the earth, is today free, It has its own
country, its own flag, its own government, its own
coinage, its own law. Has any people ever been blessed
with anything greater than that. Now it is the duty of
the Musalmans to jeolously guard these gifr s of God.
Pakistan is a gift from God and it should be an article
of faith with every Musalman to look after this gift.
H the Musalmans work faithfully, honestly, with discipline and preservance day and night, if they donot
develope greed, dissensions, power hunger, there is no
reason why Pakistan should not be counted amortgst
the great powers of the world. Their country will be
the centre of culture, peace, friendship and honour.
From here will emanate the light that will guide other

of his thinking.

Asian nations on the path of progress and lead them on
the way to peaceful development."
(The Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah)
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Quaid-j-Azanl-a great
Constitutional mjnd~::

~~

~ Curse of Caste System

.-I
~~

G. Allana

Mr. Jinnah declared amidst cheers that Islam did
not recognize any kind of distinction of various classification of castes, and the prophet was able to level down
all castes and create a national unity among Arabs in
Arabia. It was this foundation so firmly laid by him
that took them across, and they were knocking at the
gate of Spain. They wanted to destroy the curse of the
caste system which had been the ruin of Muslim India.
Let it be clear that the League is not going to allow
anyone to creat disruption
Muslims:

Our

bedrock

by these methods

and

sheet anchor

among

is Islam.

There is no question even of shias and sunnis. We are
one and we must move as one nation and then alone we
shall be able to retain Pakistan.
He declared that the
cast system was responsible for the slavery of India and
warned those who were trying these sinister methods.
-Speech

at the concluding

Session of the Punjab Muslim
Student' Federation Conference,
Lahore, March 19, 1944.

The topic of my talk today is going to be Quaid-i-Azam Mohommad
Ali Jinnah-a
man with a constitutional mind. I would like to give a
few incidents from his life in order to demonstrate the point that I have
in mind. I cannot do better to start with than making a contrast and
comparison between two outstanding political leaders of that particular
period of our history, namely, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah and
Mahatma Gandhi.
To begin with, April, 1919 there took place the tragedy of the
Jalianwala Bagh in Amritsar.
Prior to that, Gandhi had prepared the
Indians to resort to unconstitutional methods. The result of it was that
in Amritsar, in a small enclosed garden known as Jalianwala Bagh, in
April, 1919, there was a protest meeting. The British became nervous.
They handed over the city in the morning to the army under the com
mand of Gen. Dver, an Englishman, and he surrounded the Jalianwala
Bagh and ordered his men to fire on the unarmed crowd that was enclosed
within the four walls of Jalianwala.
Two thousand of our people lost
their lives. Gandhi soon realised that he had made a mistake.
He turn
ed pink and pale in the face of the colossal human tragedy, and confessed
publicly that he had made an Himalayan blunder.
Mahatma Gandhi was at that time the President of the Home Rule
League. He was also the leader of the All-India Congress.
The Quaidi-Azam happened to be a member ot both-the
Home Rule League and
the Congress-and
simultaneously he was a member of the All-India
Muslim League. Now a few months after the Jalianwala Bagh tragedy,
a meeting of the Home Rule League took place in Bombay.
Mahatma
Gandhi presided. The Quaid-i-Azam raised a point of order and sought a
ruling from the Chairman.
Mahatma Gandhi gave a palpably wrong
*
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ruling. That was repugnant and repulsive to the constitutional
mind of
the Quaid-i-Azam and, therefore, in protest against a palpably wrong
ruling of Mahatma Gandhi, the President of the Home Rule League,
the Quaid-i-Azam resigned from the League on October 3, 1920.
Soon thereafter, there took place the open session of the All-India
National Congress at Nagpur. There again Gandhi moved his very
famous Non-Co-operation Movement resolution against the British. The
Quaid-i-Azam, being a member of the Congress, was present and as
soon as the resolution was moved and supported by various speakers
(there was a crowd of over 50,000 present, a big crowd in those days),
the Quaid-i-Azam rose and said: "I rise to oppose the resolution moved
by Mr. Gandhi."
The moment he had said this, the huge crowd in
one voice booed and hissed at the Quaid-i-Azam.
They would not allow
him to proceed.
But he was a brave man. He stood his ground.
He
opposed the resolution of Mahatma Gandhi, and said that it was a
mistake to call on the masses to resort to the non-co-peration
movement
against the British rule.
Soon after the Nagpur session the Quaid-i-Azam addressed a public
meeting in Bombay and said: "I am sure Mr. Gandhi is taking the
country to a wrong channel. He is forgetting human nature." And how
right the Quaid-i-Azam was, was proved by subsequent events. Mahatma
Gandhi l?elieveJ that the call to the non-co-operatiou movement would
result in non-violence as he had preached non-violence.
The Quaid-iAzam was sure that the non-violent movement could never be maintained on a l11assscale. He opposed this and then, being opposed to the
views of Gandhi, he resigned. His constitutional
mind would not
allow him to remain in the Congress.
He resigned from the Congress in
protest.

I

II

I

I refer to another instance of the Quaid-i-Azam's constitutional mind
from his life. It happened in Nov. 1927. The Secretary of State appointed a royal commissipn known as the Simon Commission to visit India ,to
meet the representatives and leaders of Indian public life and ascertain
what measure of reforms the British Government should concede to .the
Indian nation. The composition of the Simon Commission was such
that it was unacceptable to the constitutional
mind of the Quaid-iAzam. The Comipission, which was instituted to inquire into the needs of
India, consisted of only Englishmen and did not have a single representative of the millions of Indians, for whom it had to make decisions. So, in
protest, he held again public meetings in Bombay on November 19, 1927,

':and moved a resolution.
"Ihe resolution inter alia stated: <'The statutory
commision which has been announced is unacceptable to the peoples of
India."
He took up the flag against the Simon Commission.
Of course, the
Congress, had a similar attitude.
All over India the echo and the reecho of the sound "Simon Commission go back," was heard. The
result was that the Simon Commission left the shores of India on March
31,1928, empty handed, boycotted, and humiliated because it was unacceptable to the constitutional mind of the Quaid-i-Azam, as it did not
include a single Indian representative.
Then again in 1929 Pandit Motilal Nehru, the father of the first
Prime Mini;ter of Indi;, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, came out with his own
report famous in Indian history as the Nehru Report, which sought to
bring about an understanding between the Hindus and the Muslims. The
All-India Muslim League's open session held in Delhi in March, 1929,
rejected the Nehru proposals and the Quaid-i-Azam was thc moving
spirit behind this opposition.
But constitutionally minded a~ he wa~, .he
did not want to tread merely barren paths. He came out With POSitive
and constructive suggestions. and on this occasion he gave to India what
is noW known in our history as the famous 14 Points of Mr. Jinnah.
Just then the Labour Party had won the elections and Sir Ramsey
Macdonald was the first Labour Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.
He announced that the first round-table conference would be convened
in London in 1930 in order to understand what were the aspirations of
the Indian people.
Here again in the first round-table confercnce which the Quaid-iAzam atte~ded, the speeches he made and the proposals he propounded
fully bear out the constitutional mind of the Quaid-i-Azam. Subconsciously, if you wish, consciously if you wish, his mind was working in the
direction of the establishment of homeland of the Muslims. The greatest
emphasis that he laid in his speeches at the round-ta ble conference ~as
that. Sind, which was a Muslim Majority province and was at that time
part and parcel of the Bombay Presidency, should be separated from. the
Bombay Presidency and made into a separate fully autonomous provlUce
Similarly, he pleaded for full provincial autonomy for Baluchistan and
the North-West Frontier Province. So you see the way in which his
constitutional1pind
was working.
He was laying the foundation-stone
of what future was going to be known as Pakistan.
For, Sind, Baluchistan, the Fror1tier and the Punjab were the cornerstones on which Pakistan
-came to be based.
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Then Warld War II brake aut and in 1940 it was gaing against theAllies. On August 8, 1940, the Viceray made his affer to. the Indian
natian, which is knawn in his histary as "The A.ugust Offer". The
Warking Cammittee af the Muslim League, meeting under the chairmanship af the Quaid-i-Azam, resalved : "That it nates with satisfactian that
His Majesty's Gavernment have an the whale practically met the demand
af the Muslim League."
Naw it must be mentianed
here that this was
in August 1940 and the Lahare Resalutian ar the Pakistan Resalutian
had al;ead~ been' adapted in March, 1940, and the Muslim League had
set far itself its gaal-the
achievement and establishment af Pakistan.
The August Offer cantained in it the seeds af what was in the future to.
be the hameland af the Muslims-Pakistan.
On March 22, 1942, Sir Staffard Cripps visited India and braught to.
India what is naw knawn as the Cripps Prapasals.
The All-India Muslim
League sessian held at Allahbad in April, 1942, passed a resalutian
drafted by the Quaid-i-Azam which stated inter alia: "While expressing
the gratificatian that the passibility af Pakistan is recagnised by implicatian, regrets that the prapasals are nat apen to. any madificatian."
So.
it was nat a tatal rejectian.
While expressing satisfactian that it canceded, an the ane hand, the demand far Pakistan, it regretted that it was
nat apen to. madificatian.
In the meantime, the demand af the Muslim League and the Quaidi-Azam far Pakistan was gaining strength. That made the Cangress
nervaus, and it began to. tell the British to. "Quit India".
All aver India
an walls and in streets, in lanes and bye-lanes, the slagan was everywhere.
And when we met at the apen All-India Muslim League sessian in
Karachi an December 4, 1943, where again I was present, the Quaid-iAzam reacted to. this slogan af the Cangress again in a canstitutional
manner, and he gave to. us the signal which was again a canstitutianal
signal but a smashing blo.w to. the Cangress machinatians which said,
Quit India," because the Quaid-i-Azam said: "The British must divide
and quit," that is, the British shauld quit, and give independence to.
India, but certainly nat to. an undivided India. They must first af all
divide India into. Pakistan and India, and then they must quit.
On March 24, 1946, the Cabinet Missian came to. India with certain
prapasals as the final prapasals fram the British Gavernment.
TheQuaid-i-Azam met the Cabinet Missian an April 4, 1946, and faund a
galden appartunity
to. cash in an the Cabinet Missian prapasals by
negatiatians.
Pratracted
negatiatians
taak place, but o.nce. again he
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rase to. the heights af genius. His canstitutiana I mind shawed the quintessence af his genius when he called an April 9, 1946, the Muslim
Legislatars Canventian in the Imperial Hatel in Delhi. That was a
tremendaus demanstratian af the cal assai strength af the Muslims behind
the demand af Pakistan.
Canstitutianally.
he wanted to. prave to. the
Cabinet Missian that all the legislatars af India, bath in pravincial and
Central legislatures, were there at the Muslim LegislatOls Canventian
and by a unanimaus resalutian they all resalved that nathing shart af
Pakistan wauld be acceptable to. the Muslims af India.
So. at every step, by canstitutianal means, this great man, this man
wham we praudly call the father af aur natian, guided the
-destiny af aur natian fram step to. step, anwards and anwards, farward
and farward, until we reached aur destiny which is Pakistan.
And
Pakistan will live far ever.

-af genius,

--: 0.:--
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Students'
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Among Mohammad
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the Secretary
of All India Muslim
a graduate
of Aligarh
University.
talents

was

emphasis;

the voice and the sole mn look.

he perfected

delightful-the

were mimicry.

of Jinnah

while still at college-once

embarrassment.

One

day Jinnah

told that you mimic me with

His imitation

raised finger, slicing the air with

great

But the talent-which
led

sent

him

into

alarming

for him and said:

skill. Show me how you do it?

Mohammad Noman had to stand before him and do his best.
the end of the impersonation,
Jinnah took off his astarkhan
and monocle,

and said, 'very good.

It more authentic

in future
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I Said. The' Quaid :

The Quaid-i-Azam and
Muslim Self-Assertion
Ahmed Hussain

"Islam

IS

not only a set of rituals, traditions and
One can write unhesitatingly that it was due to the indefatigable
political leadership of the Quaid-i-Azam that the Islamic state of
Pakistan came into existence on August 14, 1947.

spiritual doctrines. Islam is also a code for everYtMuslim
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

There was no magnanimity on the part of the British Government
and the All India Congress to concede to the Muslim League's demand
for the partition of India. But it was due to the President of the Muslim
League, the Quaid-i-Azam's logical and forensic approach that they had
to succumb to the pressure.
Muslim League's self- assertion as a nation
was complete during the elections to the Central and Provincial Legislative Assemblies in 1945-46. At the Centre, the League won all the thirty
Muslim seats and also did remarkably well at the provincial level. Thus
the Quaid's statement was completely justified that it was the only
authoritative
representative
body of one hundred million Muslims of
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The Muslims of India suffered both economically and socially at
the hands of the Hindus. The suffering was perpetual because they were
made to b:lievc that since Hindus and Muslims had been living together
as neighbours for generations, therefore, they belonged to one nation.
But the appearance was deceptive because there was a big cleavage
of outlook on al1 aspects of life between the two major communities of

of

are the fundamental

India.

principles of Islam."
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(January 25,1948, Karachi)
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As a matter of fact, the Muslims themselves were perplexed about
the existing political situation.
The All India Congress claimed about
protecting the genuine interests of the Indians as a nation and, on the
other hand, ever since its formation in 1885 it was dominated by the
caste Hindu leaders, who always projected the Hindu view point in all
aspects of life and showed disdain for the protection of the genuine
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commented: "It is extremely difficult to appreciate why our Hindu
friends fail to understand the real nature of Islam and Hinduism. They
are not religious in the strict sense of the word but they have, in fact
different and distinct social orders, and it is a dream that the Hindus and
Muslims can ever evolve a common nationality, the misconception of
one India nation has gone far beyond the limits and is the cause of
most of our troubles and will lead India to destruction if we fail to'
revive our nations in time. The Hindu and Muslims belong to two
different religions, philosophies, social customs and literatures.
They
neither intermingle not inter-dine together and indeed they belong to twO'
different civilisations which are based mainly on conflicting ideas and
conceptions.
Their outlooks on life are different. It is quite clear that
Hindu and Muslims derive their inspiration from different sources of

The lead had been given so forcefully and so unambiguously by the
Quaid-i-Azam that toeing the line of its president, the All India Muslim
League adopted on March 23, 1940, the Lahore Resolution which became
famous as Pakistan Resolution.
The word Pakistan was coined by
Chaudhri Rahmat Ali who explained its significance in a pamphlet "Now
or Never" in 1933. After passage of the Resolution, the Quaid-i-Azam
declared that had Allama Iqbal been alive, he would have been happy to
know tl]at they did exectly what he wanted them to do. Furthermore,
in a speech that he made later in the year, he said, "No power on earth
can prevent Pakistan." The Quaid-i-Azam and the Muslim League decided upon the partition of the sub-continent, all possibilities of a peaceful
agreement with the Hindu leaders having failed.
The Quaid further discussed in detail that Muslims are a nation from
any standard and test during his talks with Mr. Gandhi, which were
-spread over eighteen days started on September 9, 1944, at the Quaid's
house. The basis of Muslim nation-hood were superbly brought out in
a letter dated September 17, 1944, of the Quaid-i-Azam to Mr. Gandhi.
He wrote:
"We maintain and hold that Muslims and Hindus are two
major nations by any definition or test of a nation. We are a nation of a
hundred million and what is more, we are a nation with our own distinctive culture, and civilization, language and literature, art and architecture
names and nomenclature, sense of value and proportion, legal laws and
moral codes, customs and calender, history and traditions, aptitudes and
ambitions: in short, we have our own distinctive outlook on life and of
life. By all the canons of International
Law, we are a nation".
In a
subsequent letter to Mr. Gandhi, dated September 21, 1944, he observed:
"Can you not appreciate our point of view that we claim the right of
self-determination as a nation and not as a territorial unit and that we are
entitled to exercise our inherent right as a Muslim nation, which is our
birth-right." The proposal that division would take place after the British
had transferred power was opposed to the Quaid-i-Azam's basic demand
that Muslims are a full-fledged nation and had a right of self-deter
mination.
Once power had been transferred, there was no surety that
the congress or Mr. Gandhi would agree to the partition.
By rejecting
the proposal, the Quaid-i-Azam, therefore, came out of an alluring trap.
During this period, the Quaid had to fight with the greatest personalities
of ilis time and he had the Muslim maSses with him and some lieutenants
but he had to fight single-handed because none of his lieutenants even
approached his intel1entual level, farsightedness, political sagacity determination and constitutionalism.

history. "
The Quaid provided his solution of the problem in the following
words:
"The problem in India is not of an inter-communal character.
but manifestly of an international one and must be treated as such. So
long as this basic and fundamental truth is not realised, any constitution
that may be built will result in disaster and prove destructive and harmful not only to the Muslims but the British and Hindus also. If the British
are really in earnest to secure peace and progress of the people of this
sub-continent, the only course open to us all is to allow the major
nations separate homelands by dividing India into autonomous national
states. There is no reason why these states should be antagonistic to
each other. On the other hand the rivalry and the natural desire and
efforts on the part of one to dominate the social order of and establish
supre'macy over the other in the government of the country will disappear."
The Quaid-i-Azam finally spelled out the Muslims resolve to achieve
+oroet as follows. "Muslims are a nation according to any definition
"r' have their homeland, their territory and state.
ial interests of millions of our people impose
I an honourable and peaceful solution which
.",
~
r:::
but at the same time we cannot be moved or
.":;
-. 5 II:
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commented: "It is extremely difficult to appreciate why our Hindu
friends fail to understand the real na ture of Islam and Hinduism. They
are not religious in the strict sense of the word but they have, in fact
different and distinct social orders, and it is a dream that the Hindus and
Muslims can ever evolve a common nationality, the misconception of
one India nation has gone far beyond the limits and is the cause of
most of our troubles and will lead India to destruction
if we fail torevive our nations in time. The Hindu and Muslims belong to two
different religions, philosophies, social customs and literatures.
They
neither intermingle not inter-dine together and indeed they belong to twodifferent civilisations which are based mainly on conflicting ideas and
conceptions.
Their outlooks on life are different. It is quite clear that
Hindu and Muslims derive their inspiration from different sources of

The lead had been given so forcefully and so unambiguously by the
'Quaid-i-Azam that toeing the line of its president, the All India Muslim
League adopted on March 23, 1940, the Lahore Resolution which became
famous as Pakistan Resolution.
The word Pakistan was coined by
Chaudhri Rahmat Ali who explained its significance in a pamphlet "Now
or Never" in 1933. After passage of the Resolution, the Quaid-i-Azam
declared that had Allama Iqbal been alive, he would have been happy to
know tl)at they did exectly what he wanted them to do. Furthermore,
in a speech that he made later in the year, he said, "No power on earth
can prevent Pakistan." The Quaid-i-Azam and the Muslim League decided upon the partition of the sub-continent, all possibilities of a peaceful
agreement with the Hindu leaders having failed.
The Quaid further discussed in detail that Muslims are a nation from
any standard and test during his talks with Mr. Gandhi, which were
spread over eighteen days started on September 9, 1944, at the Quaid's
house. The basis of Muslim nation-hood were superbly brought out in
a letter dated September 17, 1944, of the Quaid-i-Azam to Mr. Gandhi.
He wrote:
"We maintain and hold that Muslims and Hindus are two
major nations by any definition or test of a nation.
We are a nation of a
hundred million and what is more, we are a nation with our own distinctive culture, and civilization, language and literature, art and architecture
.names and nomenclature, sense of value and proportion, legal laws and
moral codes, customs and calender, history and traditions, aptitudes and
ambitions: in short, we have our own distinctive outlook on life and of
life. By all the canons of International
Law, we are a nation".
In a
subsequent letter to Mr. Gandhi, dated September 21, 1944, he observed:
"Can you not appreciate our point of view that we claim the right of
self-determination as a nation and not as a territorial unit and that we are
entitled to exercise our inherent right as a Muslim nation, which is our
birth-right." The proposal that division would take place after the British
had transferred power was opposed to the Quaid-i-Azam's basic demand
that Muslims are a full-fledged nation and had a right of self-deter
mination.
Once power had been transferred, there was no surety that
the congress or Mr. Gandhi would agree to the partition.
By rejecting
the proposal, the Quaid-i-Azam, therefore, came out of an alluring trap.
During this period, the Quaid had to fight with the greatest personalities
. of ilis time and he had the Muslim maSses with him and some lieutenants
but he had to fight single-handed because none of his lieutenants even
approached his intellentual level, farsightedness, political sagacity determination and constitutionalism.

history."
The Quaid provided his solution of the problem in the following
words:
"The problem in India is not of an inter-communal character,
but manifestly of an international one and must be treated as such. So
long as this basic and fundamental truth is not realised, any constitution
that may be built will result in disaster and prove destructive and harmful not only to the Muslims but .the British and Hindus also. If the British
are really in earnest to secure peace and progress of the people of this
sub-continent, the only course open to us all is to allow the major
nations separate homelands by dividing India into autonomous national
states. There is no reason why these states should be antagonistic to
each other. On the other hand the rivalry and the natural desire and
efforts on the part of one to dominate the social order of and establish
supre'macy over the other in the government of the country will disappear."
The Quaid-i-Azam finally spelled out the Muslims resolve to achieve
their target as follows. "M uslims are a nation according to any definition
of a nation and they must have their homeland, their territory and state.
Honesty demands and the vital interests of millions of our people impose
a sacred duty upon us to find an honourable and peaceful solution which
would be just and fair to all but at the same time we cannot be moved or
diverted from our purpose and objective by threats or intimidations.
We
must be prepared to face all difficulties and censequences and make all
the sacrifices that may be required of us to achieve the goal we have set
in front of us."
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Lord Mountbatten,
the last of the Br it ish Viceroys in undivided
India announced
the June 3 plan, by which the partition
of the subcontinent
took place.
The Indian
Independence
Act of 1947 had
a provision
that the two new Dominions
could have one GovenorGeneral.
This clause was inserted in Indian Independence
Bill on behest
of Lord
Mountbatten
who showed
great
anxiety
to become joint
Governor-General.
When Nehru offered him the GovernorGeneralship of India, Mountbatten
accepted
the offer but told Nehru that he
hoped to receive a similar invitation from the Muslim League.

the

of 494
to speak

concept

domain.
adherent

constitutional

Muslim

League."

congress.
It placed the non-League
Muslims
on precarious
ground.
They realized that, despite their alliance with other parties,
the Quaid-iAzam alone

it had not to be attributed

ignored to acknowledge

representative
minus

Because he had a legal bent

self-

refusal

the Quaid concluded.

to the Muslim

of theWavell

the

as the sole

on our part of all we stand

have been a death-knell

very

out of this conference

betrayed

than

are

It was on this

League

the other
have the-

as minorities~

failed on account

Muslim

it, we would have emerged

The shelving

grievances

and culturally

the Hindus.

League-

differences

from

The

members.
TheQuaid reminded

Thus, the Quaid reiterated

vis-a-vis

been an abject surrender

their

be different

Ethnically

society."

as a nation

have

the,

Muslims.

Muslims and other minorities
living in India.
He said: "All
minorities
such as the Scheduled Castes, Sikhs and Christians
same goal as the Congress.

select

submitted
the

about

in 1945

he could

alone
was
competent
to
nominate
the Muslim
Conference
met for the last time on July 14, 1945. The
the

tried

on June 25, 1955.
parties
leaders to

process.

procedure

of

Nehru kp.ew Mountbatten
earlier than he assumed
the office.
He
visited Singapore
and Malaya in 1946 where he met Mountbatten.
This
meeting
before
Mountbatten
was appointed
viceroy gave Nehru an
advantage over other leaders. Nehru later made full use of it. Decidedly
Mountbatten
was close friend of the top Congress leaders and the only
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Indian in his staff was also pro-Congress.
The All India Congress
Committee passed the following statement on the partition of India:
"Geography and the mountains and the seas fashioned India as she is,
and no human agency can change that shape or come in the way of her
final destiny
The A.I.C.C. earnestly trusts that when the present
passions have subsided, India's problems will be viewed in their proper
perspective and the false doctrine of two nations will be discred ited and
discarded by all".
Had the Muslim League accepted the proposal of joint Governor
Generalship, it would have ncpted the struggle launched by the Muslim
nation under the dynamic leadership of the Quaid-i-Azam and would
have given fillip to the above mentioned Congress resolution.
Lord
Mountbatten's manifest partiality for the Congress and the Hindus and
his hostility to the very idea of Pakistan weighed with the Muslim League
leaders in deciding against a joint Governor General.
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Said The Quaid:
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The Quaid-i-Azam himself was not keen to become Governor
General.
Neither emoluments, power or dignity attaching to the office
had any attraction
for him. Pakistan's only chance of survival in the
unfavourable conditions created by its opponents was to have the Quaidi-Azam as head of State. because he was respected by all as being Father
of the Nation, to overcome multifarious problems faced by the new State.
During the few months he lived after the creation of Pakistan, he guided
cabinet and the nation with astounding ability, integrity and farsightedness.
--:

"I would also impress upon every member
state, particularly
devotion,

our youth,

to show

the

of this
spirit

of

courage and fortitude to give a lead to others

and to set a nobler and higher example for those who
may follow us and the coming generations."
(October 30, 1947, in Lahore)
"I want the Muslims to rid of the disease of provincialism.
marches

0:--

A nation can never make progress
in one formation.

unless

it

We all are Pakistanis and

citizens of the state and we should

serve, sacrifice and

die for the state so that we may make it the most glorious
and sovereign state in the world."
"The difference
an occasion
promise.
change

of

when

between
Jinnah

Gandhi and Jinnah was revealed
considered

Gandhi

claimed

that his 'inner

mind.

Jinnah

turned

hell with his inner light;
he made a mistake

?"

that Gandhi
light,

had

a

had broken
ordered

(Address to Karachi Bar Association
January 25, 1949)

on
his

to his Secretary

and said;

"To

Why can't he be honest

and admit

that

I
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'Quaid-i-Azam - The Architect
.of a Nation
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'I Said The Quaid :
I
t~ "Islam and its idealism
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Syed Perwaz Hasan

have taught

democracy.

Islam has taught equality, justice and fair play to every
body.

What reason is there for anyone

cracy, equality,
integrity

freedom

on the highest

to fear demostandard

and on the basis of fair play and justice for

every body.

(Address to the Karachi Bar Association
January 25, 1948)

Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, one of most illustrious sons
of the sub-continent, the light of Asia, and the Founder of Pakistan was
a versatile genius. Hi!>contribution towards the freedom of India and
specially the creation of Pakistan will go in the annals of history as
unparalleled and incomparable.
His sharp intellect, piericing logic, clear
vision, and the gift of oratory made him the most popular leader of the
Muslims of the sub-continent.
Mr. M. A. Jinnah joined politics in 1906 and enrolled himself in the
Indian National Congress. He began as an ardent advocate of the cause
of Hindu Muslim unity. In one of his earliest public pronouncements he
lodged a vigorous protest against the institution of seperate electorates.
He joined the Muslim League in 1913 on the firm understanding that this
connection would not affect his primary loyalty to the cause of the
Congress. He was the principal architect of the Lucknow Pact, which
represented the only substantial measure of political agreem.ent between
the Muslims and the Hindus during the British rule.
He left the Congress in 1920 as a protest against what he called the
sterile policy of non-co-operation.
But his pro-Congrees learnings
remained intact. In the legislature the weight of his tiny independent
group was almost invariably thrown on side of the Congress. In the
course of his long political sojourn, circumstances drove him to an
unrelenting confrontation with his former Party. Reproduced below are
two extracts from his speeches representing the contrasting phases of
his career.
In his presidential address at the annual Muslim League session at
Lucknow in 1916 he made the following observation:
"Towards the
Hind us our attitude should be of goodwill and brotherly feelings. Cooperation in the cause of our mother-lomd shoul~ be our guiding principle.
'India's real progress can only be achieved by a true understanding and
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harmonious

relations between the two great sister communities".

"The

Hindus and the Muslims belong to two different religious
philosophies, social customs and literature and indeed they
belong to two eivi lizations which are based mainly on conflicting
ideas and conceptions
To yoke together two such nations
together under a single state......
must lead to the final destruction of any fabric that may be so built up for the government
of such a state."

A revolutionary change had come over the man and his thinking.
The one time ambassador of Hindus Muslim unity had turned into the
"Prophet of discord", a~ The Late Agha Khan stated. The Hindu Press
branded him "a rank communalist"
and declared that Jinnah's clean
politics had been eroded by "lust" for power. All sorts of motives were
attributed to him and many gross adjectives were used to explain his
changed out look.
But actually thery is no mystery about his transformation,
His whole
career is an open book. There is nothing devious about the causcs that
he advocated or the methods he adopted.
His experience changed the
course Of his thinking.
This, in turn, changed the whole course of his
political thought and thereby the course of history.
The year 1920 is a convenient starting point in the history.
He was a lonely figure at this critical juncture and visible neither
in the legislature nor in politics.
While the country was gripped by
Hindus Muslim riots of unparalleled ferocity, he came back to politics in
1924. The entry was signalled by his cha iring of the Lahore session of
the All-India Muslim League. Here he delivered a remarkably conciliatory
speech on the emittered state of Hindu Muslim reiations and made an
earnest appeal to the Congress to come to terms with the Muslims. He
waited but there was no response from the Congress. He exerted and
tolerated but nothing happened.
He redoubled his efforts and finally
gave up in despair.
It is said that the Nehru Committee worked hard at Allahabad during
the summer months of 1928. Its report, drafted in excellent English.
recommended a unitary form of government for the country and rejected
every Muslim proposal except the one relating to the separation of Sind
from Bombay. The Muslims looked upon this constitutional manual as
a deed of perpetual subjugation.
On the other hand, the Hindu Press
loudly acclaimed the report and cast it in the face of the British Govern-

ment as an "agreed nations demand" The Nehru Report in truth was a
one-sided document.
The vi ion of its authors was no wider than that
of their Mahasabha mentor. The protagonists of the report employed all
propaganda
devices like demonstrations,
Symposiums,
rallies and
Special issues and supplements to confound the Muslims.
Mr Jinnah was absent from the country then. He must have been
taken aback at the "performance" of Motilal Nehru and his committee.
However. when he landed at Bombay, he chose his words with great care.
He brieflv observed that the Nehru Report was not the "Law of Medes
and Persi~ns".
Perhaps, he still hoped that he would be able to bring
the Congress round to a more reasonable frame of mind. The finale
came in December 1928. An All-Parties Convention was summoned at
Calcutta ostensibly to "consider" the Report but it was actually meant
to rubber-stamp it. The Hindu Mahasabha dominated the gathering.
Tt was bent upon getting the report through "without the alteration of
a single coma".
Jinnah, who had always insisted that unity was a prerequisite to independence, made a remarkable speech on the occasion,
urging the need for statesmanship and wisdom in the over-charged situation. Like a statesman, he pleaded for fairplay and demanded that
Muslims should be assured of a secure future,
The liberals, the
Mahasabha and the Congress used their combined force. Every amendment, designed to make the Nehru Report acceptable to Muslims, was
moved and summarily rejected one after the other. As if this was not
enough, Hindu leaders added insult to the injury inflicted upon the
Muslims. One of them shouted "Jinnah represents nobody", another
cried out sarcastically. "He is a spoiled child, give him all that he wants
and be finished with it". Needless to add that Mr. Jinnahs' disil1usionment was complete.
He left the same evening for Bombay. While
talking to a friend before boarding the train, he characterised the days
proceeding as "The parting of ways has come".
From 1935 to 1947, the sub-continent was more or less a soothing
cauldron of political controversies, constitutional confusions and communal show-downs and no soothing action was available to cool it down.
The demand for Pakistan had unnerved all the non-Muslim forces. The
English adopted an attitude of "studied innocence" towards this demand,
the Congress advanced a criticism calculated to kindle the embers of
communal animosity, and with theatrical protests tried their best to prove
to the hilt, that the idea of a separate homeland made by the Muslims was
no more than a meddle some freak, and on top of it, supplied judge, jury
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and hangman as well as a public prosecutar to vindicate the claim of One
Indian Nation.
Mr. Jinnah was dubbed as a Machiavelli amongst the
political princes of India. Arrows tinged with personal pique and
concentrated venom were aimed at him.

an academic (nor non-academic) sort of thinker as Kant, Hegal and others
but a thinker in the sense that he gave fini!>hing touches to the TwoNation Theory and employed it as a conceptual tool and logical equipment
for ordering and arranging the entire gamut of his ratiocination
informed
of the facts and realities of socio-political phenomena of life with the
poterttials of the Indian Muslims.

In this atmosphere of political anarchy, Mr. Jinnah, with a team of his
gallant and trusted lieutenants, rose equal to the occasion with a refreshing flexibility of reponse to the stage-army of his political opponents and
smashed it to atoms. He tried his best to make himself be heard intelligently and with a velocity of seriousness and advocated terms with
Hindus but refused to say ditto to their whims and fancies. By means
of engaging flashes of his genius, he unravelled the thread of his people's
real talent from the tangle of their confused aspirations.
He exploded
the myth of crude subtergues and the cheap claptraps, which constituted
the strategies of the anti-Pakistan forces.
The anti-Pakistan force bombarded the demand for Pakistan with
"thousand horse-power phrases".
But Mr. Jinnah, by means of his cold
and calculated logic convinced his opponents that wisdom does not in
lung-power mutiplied by millions, that the wit of one man does not
always necessarily become wisdom of all.
AlI superficial impresians and intemperate reactions to the demand
of Pakistan could not stand thc piercing and penetrating reasoning of
Mr. Jinnah. This was the basic reason why nothing could cower him
down.
Mr. Jinnahs' genius was nourished and nurtured in two countries,
India and England and he grasped the best of the two cultures and civilizations.
In order to understand the political thinking and policies of
Mr. Jinnah, it should be kept in mind that he was, on one hand, the
product of a terrible tension and deadening dialogue between the Matter
and the Mind of the 19th century; and, on the other hand, he was the
logical outcome of the serious encounters and formidable confrontations
between democratic and anti-demorratic forces, the former winning over
the latter. Mr. Jinnah was fully abreast of the materialistic progress and
the mundane dimensions of the westren life and its impact on the world
and political1y he was a critic of thc western-styled democracy.
Mr. Jinnah was not a political thinker as Machiavel1i, Marx or for
that matter as Engels can be termed political thinkers. 'He was ncither

The idea of two Nation Theory was looming large on the sociopolitical
horizon of the Sub-contient
much before the advent of
Mr. Jinnah, as a political leader. :vlr. Jinnah picked up all the bits and
pieces, embriodered the fragmented information about seperate national
status of the Muslims into patterned and systematic dainty rainbow
of political claim. And besides, as a political thinker, he classified, interpreted and explained the political entities and events to make the demand
for Pakistan more meaningful, forceful and inspiring.
Beilig the propuct of a restive age and haunted by confusing schisms
and terrible wars, Mr. Jinnah's thinking indeed betrays some weak points
too, but it was natural on his part because after all he was a fallible
human being. It was morally incumbent upon his followers and in due
course of time they should have endeavourd to overcome the impacts and
influences of those weaknesses which were generally inadvertent and a
logical off-shoot of having lived in an age which was burdened with
confusions and riddled with intrigues.
Despite a lot of uphea vals, odds and ends, and sinister shocks, Pakistan
has survived and thus established her vitality and spiritual points of view
though territorially it stands shrunk and demographical1y squeezed than
before, as a result of international intrigues against her.
Still there are people who, putting material and parochial blinkers
on their eyes look askance at Pakistan and that of the personality of its
found er. Pakistan and Mr. J innah cannot be understood by those who
study them in purely matrialistic context, territorial
dimensions in the
immediate context of some ulterior mundane and political desires and
sinister worldly designs. A few self-styled, self-stuffed and self-made
intellectual buffoons, puffed up with nothing but ignorance, shallowness,
vanity and shifted intidelity, pretending to monopolise press, pelf and
pen, never spare any opportunity of expressing their venomouS and
vitriolic opinions about Pakistan and its founder.
No crooning or clamouring, intrigue or conspiracy can undo Pakistan
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and unmake the persnoality of its Founder.
In no time, every doubt,
misunderstanding
and prejudice about Pakistan and Mr Jinnah will
resolve and dissolve before the searching and really objective study of
the both. Pakistan has come to stay and will stay despite all ebbs and
flows'in its history and great men like Mr. Jinnah, die like the sun whose
last rays though possessing little heat and brightness is yet capabl~ of
attracting more heat and yet they expand and immortalise by creating
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beauty out of them.
--:0:--

"All I require

of you now is that everyone

of us

to whom this message reaches must vow to himself and
be prepared to sacrifice his life, if necessary, in building
"I admit that Jinnah's

methods

were sometimes

nary. A Judge once asked him to 'speak
Mr. Jlnnah', he said.
actor.'
The Judge

extra

up'. 'We cannot

ordi-

hear you.

Jinnah replied,
-I am a barrister.
was patient, but he had to interrupt

not an
again-

be able to hear what I have to say.'
(Hector Bolitho in "Jinnah
One of his friends
were

superficial;

from pettiness

and

remarks:

in his heart
small

"The

I said,

rather,

flashes of temper

prejudices-especially

as a joke,

-Aren't

over

racial

free

and Islam.

dif-

Donot be afraid

of death.

There

is no better salvation for a Muslim

than the death of a martyr for a righteous cause."

the height of the enmity
Jinnah had a hindu butler,

While Addressing the Public meeting in
Lahore, October 30, 1947

you afraid he may do you

activities, but he is a very good fellow really!'
"
(Hector Bolitho in "Jinnah : creator of Pakistan")

~

whose ideal is peace within and peace

We should face it bravely to save the honour of Pakistan

an injUry or something?'
He answered. 'oh, no.
I like him and
I trust him.
These
days he seems to be taking an interest in
congress

greatest nations

Our religion teaches us to be always prepared for death.

in him

~
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"Keep up your morale.

of Pakistan")

he was a man extraordinarily

ferences.
I went to him once at
between the Muslims and the Hindus.
and

: creator

a

up Pakistan as a bulwark of Islam and as one of the

with out."

Mr. Jinnah, I must ask you to speak louder.'
Jinnah answered,
'If you will remove that pile of books in front of you, you might

I

I

I
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Said The Quaid :

Mass Leader'?
,Rubina Ali

"Donot be overwhelmed by the enormity of the task.
There is many an example in history

building themselves up by sheer determination
of c1)aracter.

and force

You are made of sterling material and are

second to none.
~any

The British had come to the sub continent on march outs seeking
commercial concessions, begging for friendly and favourable treatment,
and had ended by setting up an Empire in India which was th~ most
dazzling Jewel in the Imperial crown. But in 1857, a new spark ignited
a mighty flame of revolt, which in fact hecame the first step towards
achieving freedom. T~e muslims in the sub continent, since then, were
confronted with wany hostile forces and complicated problems.
At this
juncture, 0,J?eafter ~he o,ther rose on the Indian 'st~ge' great leaders like
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Hali, Mohsin-ul-mulk,
Viqar-ul-mulk,
Shibli,
Abul Kalam Azad, MaU,lana Mohammad' Ali, Iqbal and above all
Mohammad Ali Ji,nn\lh, who was to be the founder of one of the greatest
Islamic states-Pakistan,
which was carved out of the Indian sub
cOI)tine.nt in August ,I?17.

of young nations

Why should you also not s,Ucceed like

qthers, like your own forefathers.

to develop the spirit of the 'Mujahids'.

wpose history is replete with people of wonderful
character

Mohammad Ali Jinnah was born on christmasday of the year 1876,
wh,ich (ell on sunday.
His father Poonja Jinnah, a Khoja who had
migrated from Gujrat Kl,lth,ia war to Karachi for commercial purposes,
was a partner in a private firm. Fredrick Leigh croft, the general manager
of Graha~ Shipping and Trading' company, with which Poonja Jinnah
carr'ied' his business became a personal friend of him, and on whose intention's,' Jipnah was sent to England at a very young age of sixteen.

You are a nation
grit,

and heroism.

add to it another chapter of glory.
While addressing the Public meeting in
Lahore, October 30, 1947

I
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Little Jinnah was separated from his parents at a very early stage .of
his life and was sent to Bombay to receive his primary lessons a,t qokul
Das Tejpal school. The effect that this early detachment from his famiiy
created in the mind of the boy partly accounts for the very prominent
trait of the character of the man-the
habit of independence ~nd self
relia,nce. Perhaps it was at this time of his life that he discovere,d the
secret of a single handed struggle for existence, which in the l~te! years
helped him so much.'
,.

M

H. Syed. "Mohammad Ali J'nnah."

Elite Publishers.
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After a short time, however, he was again brought back to Karachi
anc1 admitted to Sind Madrasa High School. He was finally put in the
Church Mission High School where he passed the matriculation
examination of the "Bombay University. On the inclination of Mr. Frederick Leigh
croft, Jinnah now sixteen was sent to london,
to learn business in the
Head office of Graham's Shipping and Trading company. The f:tther
~greed but the mother was reluctant to allow her favourite son to go to
Europe for two years, before he had got married. Mohammad Ali comniled with the wishes of his mother who chose Amrit baaL a fourteen vears
old girl from the lsmaeli Khoja family, this was one of the ver; few
decisions which Jinnah took on behalf of any other person than himself.
Mohammad Ali as a young boy, on seeing a barrister for the first
time robed in a black gown had said, "I want to be a barrister", and this
urge asserted itself. He gave up all thoughts of being a businessman
and decided to study for the 'Little Go' which was the entrance examination in these days for admission to an Inn in London to become a barrister
"I joined Lincoln Inn, because there on the main entrance, the name of
the prophet, was included in the list of the great law givers of the world."
At Lincoln's Inn, he changed his name to read M. A. Jinnah from
Mohammad Ali Jinnah.
He passed his law examination at the age of
eighteen in 1895, when he was called to the "Bar,the youngest ever Indian.
During his student days in London. Jinnah took a keen interest in the
affairs of the Indian student community and frequented the House of
commons to listen to the speeches of the great liberal leaders of those
days. Talking to Dr. Ashraf Jinnah, he said, "I happened to meet several
important English Liberals with whose help, I came to understand the
doctrines of Liberalism.
The Liberalism of Lord Morley was then in a
full sway. I grasped that liberalism which became part of my life and
thrilled me very much.2
Dadabhai naroji, the grand old man of India, was engaged in his election compaign for a seat in the House of commons from central Finsbury.
His compaign was mostly conducted by Indian Students who opened the
eyes of Jinnah to the graver issues of life. The activities of young Chitta
Ranjan Das, a student from Bengal who made several political speeches
in England .... ,.... made him think the problems of his country.3 Jinnah
2.

Jinnah's
Heath

3.

talks
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and Companv
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Massa
cit. p. 3.
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Chusette

U.S.A.

Mac. Donough
1970
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Ali

Jinnah
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,told Dr. Ashraf, that during the last two years in London, his time was
'''utilized for the future independent studies 'for the political career, he
already had in mind."4
Apart from his association with public life in England, Jinnah
became a member of the Shakespeareen Dramatic club, where he also
took part as an amateur actor. M. H. Syed says, "as a result of this
unique experience, the Quaid-i-Azam always, since then, pervaded his
public and private speeches and writings, and a touch of dramatic
gesticulation was visible throughout his career of public speaking,S
After an absence of about four years, Jinnah returned to Karachi in
to learn about the failure of his father's
business.
He
'preferred leaving Karachi and in 1897 reached Bombay, but he was to
.cnd ure three more years of disappointment before he began to climb. At
the turn of the century, Jinnah's fortunes changed through the kindness
of acting Advocate General of Bombay John Mobsworth Mac Pherson
who invited the young lawyer to work in his office chambers. Mrs. Naid~
c~mmenting of Jinnah's job said, "a curteous concession, the first of its
kmd ever extended to an Indian", which Jinnah remembered as a "beacon
of hope in the dark distress of his early struggles".
After some time
Macpherson recommended Jinnah's name to Sir Charles ollivant, the
member incharge of the Judicial department who oppointed him as
temporary Presidency Magistrate. When the period of temporary appointment was over, Sir ollivant offered him a higher job to which he declined
saying that his ambition was ro earn Rs. 1500 a day, an amount which
was offered as a monthly pay. The fact is noteworthy that even at the
height of his fame, Mohammad Ali Jinnh did not raise his professional
fees to more then what he had originally fixed in mind.
1896, only

Relieved from the financial anxiety, Jinnah was now free to take part
in politics. Hither to, he had till now been mere spectator of the political
developments within the country.
Now he seriously thought of applying
himself to the Indian politics. The back ground of Mr. Jinnah's political
thought and thinking was mainly western in nature and scope. He was
, one of these non-English intellectuals belonging to the continent who
actually penetrated to the core of Western life, culture and way of thinking and drank deep from its fountains.
He had spent the most valuable
4.
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as a political
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time of His life in England. both as a student and political trainee and
lawyer. He. had the first hand knowledl!e of the British political traditions, practices, working of the constitution and thinking.
"So far, Mr. Jinnah was essentially a speaker for the intellectual and
the cultural audience.
There was a certain kind of aloofness about him.
But it was only due to scorn of cheap popularity. He never allowed himself to become that type of leader who swim with the current of popu iar
fancies and passions on the chance of finding themse Ives on the crest of
it".1 As a leader of the people, Jinnah showed wonderful understanding
of the mass mind and insight into political moves and diplomatic
manoeuvres.
His patience was almost inexhaustable and he waited for
the right moment. An outstanding feature of Mr. Jinnah's leadership was
thai he achieved maximum result with the minimum effort in comparison
to Mr. Gandhi who observed physical restraints on himself. He did not
want his followers to fritter away their energies in fruitless wrangles over
narrow parochial and momentary issues. Step by step, slowly but steadily
he took his followers td their cherished goal. Once he was convinced that
the bulk of his people were consciously behind a policy and were fully
prepared and equipped, there was no danger and no power which he was
not ready to face along with his followers. Herein lies the true greatness
of a mass leader.
So far as the splendours of demonstrations, the display of of popular
enthusiasm. the expression of the people's support and attachment are
concerned, it will be readily accepted that Mr. Jinnah broke the records
of all political leaders. When the Pakistan resolution was to be adopted,
a huge masses turned over to the Iqbal Park (Minto Park) to listen to their
great leader. lIIiterate and villagerc; were seen sitting in the front rows
to listen to the Quaid's speech which always was in English.
He always prepared his people a long their own lines for particular
political outlook, he never thrusted it on them. This can be illustrated.
The congress governed provinces were shocked to see the working of their
administration.
Jinnah very openly declared that the western democracy
was unsuited to tbe people of India.
He very boldly asserted the two
nation theory. Having brought his people to this psychological development at which they read ily regained their national and cJIturll1 selfconsciousness, the next stage of the perception and clarification of their
7.

Jamil.ud-Din
PXIV.

Ahmed.

Some recent speeches

and, Writings

of Mr. Jin.n,ah.

La~ore.

1942.

national goal was easily and speedily reached. He, therefore.
out the proposal of the establishment of independent sovereign
regions of Muslim majority-Pakistan.

brought
states in

The mulsims of India were a nation, conscious of their political and
cultural heritage and future aspirations and determined to pursue their
chosen path. Whenever Mr. Jinnah spoke, he spoke with the conscious
and solid backing of 100 million of courageous Muslims who were to
sacrifice their all at his bidding.
Few years earlier, Muslim India counted for very little in the shaping
of any Inaian policy. Now with Mr. Jinnah's indomitable courage, far
seeing vision and persistent effort, Muslim India came to be recogni6ed as
a constituent factor in the framing of any future constitutional
scheme,
and it was established that no constitution which did not receive their
wiliing assent cou ld be enacted or enforced.
The heavier the weight of responsibility thrown on him, more
prominently his innate qualities cam~ to the for h. Since the outbreak
of the second world war, the rapidly changing situations in India afforded
several opportunities for the testing of his power of intiative, decision
and strategy.
He proved himself to he a master strategist on some occassions. When the congress Ministries resigned in 1939, Jinnah appealed
for the' Day of Deliverence and Thanks giving, to mark the sense of self
relief and gratitude which the muslims and other non congressite elements
felt at the termination of the unjust congress rule. This was a master
stroke of strategy as is admitted in al1 hands. The day was observed with
intense religious fervour and unparallelled enthusiasm in every nook and
corner of India. It was an original example of political demonstration.
At Lahore also, in March 1940, the Muslim League session was a triumph
and masses of illiterate people were seen sitting in the front rows to listen
to the Quaid's speech which was always delivered in English, this showed
the great attraction of his personality.
Another example of it was the
response given in when 'The Direct Action' was cal1ed and the people
yielded to it.
Jinnah himself thundered against the exploitation
of the common
people by land lords and capitalists.
"There are millions and millions
of our people who hardly get one meal a day. Is this civilization? Is this
the aim of Pakistan ?.
If that is the idea I would not have it."l
He
1.

Khalid bin Sayed.

"the

Formative phase"

oxford Pross P. 2241.
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had encouraged
men like Abul Hashmi
and G. M. Syed to use their
crusading spirit for organizing
the Muslim masses under the League flag.
J innah knew that Muslim masses were too ignorant to be fully aware of
their interests and too content to foJlow their pirs and landowners.
The new state of Pakistan
needed
a leadership
which could unite
them despite their provincial and cultural differences.
Such a leadership
could only be provided by Quaid-i-Azam
who by virtue of leading the
freedom struggle, symbolised hope and virtue for every citizen of the new
country.
He hoped and wished for a true democratic
state.
Explaining his
principles on February 14, 1948 he said, "Let us lay the foundation
of
our democracy
on the basis of true Islamic idea Is and princ!ples God
Almighty
guided

has taught

by discussions

us so that our decisions

in affairs

of state

shall

be

and consultation".

The Quaid envisaged a society with tolerance
of minorIties.
In his
presidential
address
to the constituent
Assembly on August 14, 1947, he
declared;
"In course of time Hindus
would cease to be Hindus
and
Muslims would cease to be Muslims not in the religious sense but in the
political
sense, ,as citizens
of the state".
The Quaid led a popular
Muslim movement and firmly believed that he drove his strength from the
masses.
principles

This clearly
of popular

proved

the

fact

that

he was a firm believer

of the

sovereignty.

The central idea of the creation of Pakistan was to gain and acquire
for the Muslims
of India who under the Hindu domination
and British
Raj could not flourish their ideals. They could not openly carry out their
religious processions as they were abused by the Hindus.
Earning
their
livelihood became a problem for them. They themselves had shattered and
the man who united them was Quaid-i-Azam
Mohammad
Ali Jinnah, who
became a beacon for the Muslims.
They found in him all the qualities
of an able leader and they believed him what he said because they
had trust

in him.

Quaid-The Great
M. A. Basir

Reading the different biographies and papers on the Qaid, one comes
to the conclusion
that almost those who write on the character of the
Quaid.
charactcrise
him as remote and incalculable.
Besides this we
learn lhat he alone among the Muslims was incorruptable
and intelligent
enough to be trusted by the Muslims to lead them safely out of the perils
of Hindu domination.
Opinions vary, some see him as an efficient advocate
of the causes that his followers had freely agreed upon.
He was a forceful and realistic leader, for seeing in all aspects, and was conditioned
and
shaped to meet any opposition.
He had the capacity of single minded,
purposeful hard work which seemed to be noticeable
in him from his
early days.
Here are some of the tributes paid to the Quaid-i-Azam,
Mohammad
Ali Jinah by his biographers,
journalists,
enemies, friends,
followers
and
the people

in general.

"There is a limit to the spending power of each man and whatever
he acquires beyond
it is useless to him, a fact not generally
realised by
the avaricious who plod through life with a patient
fervent,
competing
enterprising,
all absorbing
labour
of acqui itiveness which never flags.
But Mr. Jinnah seemed to have realised the fact and arrived at a state of
blessed contentment
in the matter of property.
He is devoid of the
slightest taint of avarice. His financial rectitude is exemplary.
Money has
no temptation

for him and his attitude to it is one of lofty disdain."
"Saka" (Khnsa Subha Ran) A veteran Indian columnist

"The true criterion of his greatness I ies not in the range and variety
of his knowledge but in the faultless perfection
of his subtle mind and
spirit; not in a diversity of aims and the challenge of a towering
personality, but rather in a lofty singleness
and sincerity of purpose and the
lasting charm of a character
animated
by a brave conception
of duty
and an austere and lovely code of private honour and public integrity."
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu
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"It
which
highest
reason

was the honesty of his convictions and the clarity of his purpose
marked him a great leader of his people. He was a man of the
probity and honour;
difficult to negotiate with, for the very
that he was so determined in his purpose."
Sir Stafford

Cripps

"Mr. Jinnah is the only outstanding Muslim of all-India Stature in
Indian politics today. He appears to have the legal mind: he holds his
cards very close to his chest. He is not a warm man. However, thele is
something in his eye that hints at a sense of humour.
But he is a man of
iron-discipline and has denied himself the luxury of any qualities that
might loosen his conception upon his purpose."

•
Essays

Mr. R. G. Casey one of Ihe Governors oj Bengal

"Ihe
man."

recipient

of a devotion

and loyalty
President

10

"Gandhi
Pakistan."

died by the hands of an assassin;
Lord Pethick

Lawrence,

accorded

to a

Truman oj the Ullited States

Jinnah

the last Secretary

"I admired him; his tenacity
exorable determination."

seldom

by his devotion

oj the State jor India

and tremendous personality-his
Field Marshall

in-

Sir Claude Auchinleck

"With the fire and faith of a Lincoln, the courage and conviction of
a Napoleon, the shrewdness and statemanship of Disraeli, Jinnah rose like
a mountain which overshadowed his worst detr actors."
Aziz Beg, a top ranking Journalist

in his book, "Pakistanjaces

FIZA-UR-REHMAN KHAN
MOHAMMAD KHALID KHAN

India"

"He never tried to Cajole us. He was the most difficult of all politicians to deal with: he was fastidious and proud with us : he would
summon us to his house, but he would never offer us a cup of tea or a
cigarette.
He was even .above such trivial bribery as this"

SHAHID HUSSAIN
S. AZHAR ALI RIZVI
KHALID IQBAL
SHAFQAT HUSSAIN NAGHMI

A Journalist

•

Generation

Gap

Fiza-ur-ReJ:l,man

Khan

r

In the rapidly changing societies the older generation bee 0 mes not
only an embarrasment but also an obstruction in the achievement of their
goals. The generation gap thus appears to be merely a consequence of
cultural lag which is a common phenomenon
of rapidly changing
societies.
We can use the term inter-generational conflict to point out a state
of general unrest among the youth. The cases of indiscipline
and
rowdyism in the class rooms and misbehaviour with the teachers can
also be interpreted as forms of inter-generational
conflict, which has
become very common in our educational institutions.
The last decade
saw the acutest scenes of this conflict in the form of strikes, indiscipline,
demonstrations

and voilence.

Inter-Generational Conflict
In order to discover the real basis of inter-generational
conflict
we shall have to examine our social structure and the environment in
which it is functioning.
Historically we find that our youth have always
been involved in the movements attempting changes in the political or
social systems. They very actively participated in Freedom Movement and
after the establishment of Pakistan they have been committed tothepolitics,
though it has always been a matter of debate whether or not the students
should participate in active politics or the extent they should be allowed
to participate in. In Pakistan and many other coutries the Youth are
recognized as fit to be involved in the politics of the country.
Prolonged adolescence mayalso be attributed
to this situation in
our society. Adolescent age is a conflict period in the life ofan individual.
Adolescent is no more a child and is always reminded to grow up. On
the other hand he is discouraged to adopt adult roles. The present
socio-economic conditions of our society have prolonged this adolescent
Note :-:;-(he author owes his thanks to Prof. Mahmood Mirza of

Ihe

deparfment

, for ~ssisti,ng him with his valuabl& research in the preparati on of this article.
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period.
In order to assume
at least twenty three to twenty

an adult role, the individual has to spend
five years of age in the educational
institu-

tions whereas his counterpart
in the past
much earlier.
The adults at twenty five
their families. whereas the students of this
concessions
in the examinations.
This
generates conflict situations-inter-generational
Youth Commitment
The youth of today
His awareness

about

used to enter into adult role
In the past were contributing
to
age are demonstrating
for more
state of role conflict
further
conflict being one of them.

is much more aware than the youth

goals which are not being realized

at his disposal leads to unrest.
him and means are important

Conflict arises
to the society.

of the

through

when goals
He becomes

past.

the means

are dear to
non-comfor-

mist when he rejects the means offered by the society for the attainment
of goals, but
rebellious
when
rejects
both the means as well as
goal~ and ventures
new means
and
ends through
radical
changes
in the social system.
The frustrations
and failures in life provide a sonnd
basis of inter-generational
conflict especially in cases where one generation
can scapegoat the other for their failures.
Movements
which seek to
change social systems, whether defined as political or religious, necessarily
look for the support from the youth.
"Students,
as C. Wright Mills
pointed
out, have remained
an important source of leadership and mass
support for anti-system
movements,
both of the "Left"
and "Right"
during

the twentieth

century."

Conflict Patterns of Behaviour
Our youth is exposed to relatively greater number
of life.
He has been brought
up in authoritative

of conflict patterns
patterns which are

being challenged and replaced by the democratic
ones.
Spare the rod
and spill the child is no longer valid today but more true is probably
otherwise.
There are so many "isms" each promising
the best way but
pointing
quite opposite
to the other.
The result of all this is either confusion or commitment
to one and hostility towards the other.
The effect
of this may appear in the form of apathy towards life, alientation,
lack of
sense of purpose

of aggressiveness.

Trade Union Activity
Realizing
the efficacy

of true union tactics,

our youth also resort

to

similar means in order to get their demands accepted by the authorities.
The national
and constitutional
methods may mean begging and notHing
more than that-not
a ve'y pleasant idea of course.
Moreover,
since our

youth is also under the impact of international
movements which in the
recent years have also acquired trade uniform
as their course of action,
he can very easily d,aw rationale
for his actions and reactions on the
basis of his counterparts

in the outside

world

Semester System
The class room is a situation where one can observe maximum
yet
quite inadequate
interaction between the youth and teacher.
Our instruction system depends heavily on lecture method which not only promotes
impersonal relations but also keeps the recipients passive and disinterested.
The lecture is also more concerned
with covering
the course of study
which must be completed during the session.
Hence no time is left for
discussion, academic chat or informal dialogue.
The students
ultimately
develope disinterestedness
in their studies and their areas of interest grow
outside the class room.
This creates the issues of lecture shortage,
fines,
postponment

of examinations

and further

concessions

etc.

Our examination
system provides further chances of aloofness in the
teacher
student
relationship.
The students
are examined at the end of
two years session.
It is the performance
in this examination
that really
counts.
The students can easily afford to ignore their teachers, they can
cut classes and indulge in all sorts of unacademic
pursuits
adopt short cut methods to get through the examination.

and yet can
The introduc-

tion of semester system is an attempt
to meet the deficiencies
educational
process.
The system not only provides a continuous
of instruction,
guidance and assessment
for the promotion
of teacher-student

but also ensures
relationship.

of the
process

better conditions
"It stimulates
a

variety of relationships,
teacher gives it, students
take it. When taking
a course, not only the stujent
opts for the package of knowledge, but
also the teacher who is the 0 -vner OJ seller of the course,-who
gives it
and is attached to him throughout
the semester in an intellectual
veneration and obedience,
the teacher

the role which the educational

process

prescribes

for

and the pupil.

The students on our campuses
are also subject
to various
outside
pushes and pulls.
These mostly come from various political parties.
Realizing the student power having high potentials,
each party attemps to
draw maximum
support
from them.
At present
most of the political
groups have their students
wings.
But for the smooth
and efficient
functioning
of educational
institutions
and tranquility
on the campuses
we shall have to put limits and settle the extent of political activity which
.WllY

be allowed

for the students.
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The fifth and last story' Benefit of Clergy' shows Russell',s literary
skill at its highest. The world vision here becomes strong through the
.delineation of domestic life in a bright optimistic manner. The full
.philosophy of life is summed up in the following passage.

Existen tialism
Shahid Hussain

"They met and in consequence

Mrs. Mentieth

persuaded

her own

dress maker to take on Penelope as a mannequ in".
(Benefit of Clergy P. 156).
This is a convincing example of powerful style. Russell is the
quintessence of world vision. He is liberal and vigorous.
His short
stories, essays, philosophical and historical dissertations build up nationa lism on a liberal foundation and that is his world vision.

--:0 :--

"Literature is an investment of genius which pays dividends to all subsequent times."
(John Burroughs)
"The world's
span."

a bub Ie, and the life of man less than a
(Francis Bacon)

"Without charm there can be no ine literature,
.can be no perfect flower without fragra~ce."

as there

(Arthur Symons)

Existentialism is the name of a philosophical attidue or tendency.
It has arisen as a reaction against both Naturalism and Idealism.
In
other words, it can be characterised as a protest against the views which
regard the human individual as a helpless toy of historical forces, or as
fully determined by the operation of natural processes. The existentialists
make an attempt to justify the freedom and importance of the human
individual.
They disparage reason and emphasise the place of "will" in
human nature.
This is, why they put forward their philosophical views
through plays, short stories and novels.
The word "existence" has become a technical philosophical term. In
ord inary usc anything actual is assigned existence i.e. a brick, a dog, a
man. But 10 existentialist literature, it is primarily the human beings,
who are said to have "existence".
This word is used here to stress the
claim that each individual person is unique and therefore inexplicable
metaphysically and scientifically.
He is a being, who makes decisions,
meditates or thinks. He is free, because he is free. His plans completely
depend upon his free choice, therefore unpredictable.
This technical use
of the word "existence" also suggests that a person exists authentically or
genuinely, who makes the acts of choice according to the situation, and
inauthentically, if he just contemplates the world. The main idea behind
these suggestions is that each person exists and chooses in time, and has
only a limited amount of it at his disposal in order to make decisions,
which matter so much to him. Duration is short and there are urgent
decisions to make. We are at liberty to make them, but the very idea that
how much depends upon our choices makes our freedom a source of
suffering and anxiety, for we are not sure of the consequences of our
decisions .
Existentialsm affirms the primacy of existence over essence. Essence is
what a thing is i.e. the characteristics without which a thing no longer
remains, what it is. Fo'r instance in the human essence enter the essential
human attributes i.e. body and mind. If he has no body, he will be just
75
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a pure SPlflt. If he has no mind, then he will be just an animal.
Essence,
according to the existentialist
becomes actual and real by virtue of existence.
In the statement "I am a man," "I am" stands for existence and
"man" designates "essence".
This duality
has created the problem
of
priority.
.existence

The idealists are of the opinion that "essenc~"
comes ~r~t
later on.
The existentialist's
position is otherwise.
.

and

s.

Some of the existentialist
writers like Kierkegaard,
Marce!, Buber
etc., have Rresented th~ir views from the theistic angle.
They believe
in
J
"
:
the juxtaposition
of existence and eternity.
It should h0"Yever, be kept
in mind that the God of philosophers
is always confined to the world of
ab"tractions.
Plato's idea of the, "Good",
and the "Pure Act" of AristoI
(' I,'
tIe has no more life than the "X" of a mathematical
equation.
The God
of a 'iheologian o~ the other hand is an existential
being.
The unique
states ~'f inystics are explicable by the tran~ition from the concept of God
t~ I~ ~ontJ~t with the divini"ty itself.
Even;n
ordinary man believes in a
personal God.
He is so integral to his life that for him He exists in the
~xistent ialist serse of the worq.
t

•

•

,,'

•

f

"

I

Now a question arises: does a religious man, despite his strong belief
in God escape from the anguish and suffering, which constitute
the normal
atmosphere
of an existentialist?
The answer is in the negative, for he has
to keep in mind the life of hell as well.
Moreover religion gives a lot of
importance
to
faith,
and
faith
in
a
general
way implies a certain abdica,
'.
Ct.
~ r
tion of reason.
This shows that adherepce to religious doctrine paves the
way fqr existentialist
attitude,

.

,

The eminent exponents of atheistic existential ism, on the other hand
are Heidegger, Sartre. Camus etc
They begin from the position
of the
man for whom the idea of God has no validity. any more, If God is dead,
then a universally valid moral code must also perish.
This hard earned
freedom therefore
throws back the human being on himself.
He becomes
fu lly responsible
for his Being in a world, where
there is no God.
He
has to choose his own
human life. it can only
Here is, thus the man,
same
time cannot~ look
J
lyaccepted
moral code
ment and self-alienation
J
.addressed to.
j

-

,~

scale of values.
If any meaning is to be found in
be the meaning, which he himself has assign~d it.
who is here, because he is here, and, who at the
for guidance or help either1 to God,
or1,-to universal
.
or law.
It is a man in this state of self estran ethat 'the message o'f t he' atheistic
existentialist's is
I

~•

I

(
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C.

eading Thel'apy of Asbrai Ali
'Thaovi
. Phil~sophy . 'fheol'Y and Technique
,
.
Azhar Ali R!zvi

Psychotherapy
is a process which rests on a philosophy
of life, and
'1'
'th ry and a technique based on it for the guidance of mentally
uti Ises a
eo
.
B fore
.
b e d III
. d"d
e
dlstur
IVI ua I There are various kinds of psychotherapies.
' .
the merits and demerits of any particular
therapy,
exp Iammg
or d'scussl'ng
I
.
it is' better to discuss the nature of man, normal
man and the deviation
from the norms of the mormal.

It is not an easy job.

Generally

the nature

of man or, you c~n say, the behaviour
of ma.n is. described by the term
'ty
Many
theories
of
personality
are III eXlstance, and we cannot
person.. all
.
h
f t re
predict how many theories are going to be operative m t e ~ear
u u .
To describe it, the personality
of the individual cannot be I~olated from
the environment.
Heredity is there, of course.
B~t a force IS also wo~k.mg m
. a dd't'I IOn, to I't . "Each human being has .a history
and a f heredity
.
.
.'
.
I
'th
hl'm
addil'g
to
It
hiS
own
share
which he carnes a ong WI
.
. 0 mcrease
or decrease of good and evil.
Man is not a th mg or an. object,
process.
He exp~rience
many changes in soul as weII as In body.
never continueth

but a
Man

in the same state"

If we accept that man has a basic need for continuing mental develop. I . I ntiSh' wa yall
basic human
,.
, needs are
ment , itself related to.. sur viva
.
"See
linked together".
The whole creation is made subserVient to m~n.,
not how Allah hath made servicable
unto you wha t-so-ever
IS I~ t.he
earth and hath loaded you with his favours both with-out and within.
He teacheth

man that which he knowth not".
. .
.
'f
hes
to
the
defillitlOn
Generally psychologists
descTlbe
our approac
.
of normality.
The first of these is statistical
approach .. Accordmg. to
this average
is normality,
that deviation
from average IS a~~ormahthY'
..'
as t e
Here positive constructive.
deViation
IS a I 0 gl'ven the same position
.
..
d
Th
nd approach
IS cultural,
negative deviation whIch IS absur.
e seco
. . d 'd d
.
f'
H
re
abnormahty
IS eCI e I
havl'ng the criterion
of SOCial con orm~ty.
e
.,
f persona
on cultural
bases.
The third approach
has the cnteTlon
0
h
.
.
discomfort
this is purely subjectIve
approac h . AIl these approac . es,
. .'
There IS a
sharply divide the indiViduals
mto norma I a n d abnormal.
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fourth,
and, in the words of Tylor, final approach, namely 'normative'.
Here abnormality
is described in relative terms.
"This approach
stresses
the establishment
of an ideal against which a person is judged. Individuals
are more or less normal depending
on how closely they approach
the
ideai'.
Abnormality
is here associated with ethics.
The concept is value
oriented.
When we have a look on Muslim thinker's work, we find that
their approach
to normality
is normative
Muslim thinkers pay more
attention
to mental health than to mental illness.
Man is the very them~ of the whole process
of creation.
Human
needs whether physiological
are part of the personality
of the whole
individual
or, in the words of Rumi', "the total man".
Muslims believe
in oneness of God and the oneness of man. 'Quran located the discovery
of good and evil in the human heart.
AI-Ghazali, discussing the psychological nature
of man pointed
out that all psychological
phenomena
originate in the self.
To Ghazali Qulb is self.
It is the essence of man.
The Qalb, the physical heart, is associated
with the spiritual Qalb.
The
connection
is transcendental;
oneness is there not just like the concept
of brain and mind.
According to Al-Ghazali,
the concept of the self is
expressed in Arabic by four terms Qalb (heart) Ruh (Soul) Nafs (desire
nature)
and Aql (intellect reason).
But as the self indicates, Qalb, Ruh,
Nafs and Aql spring from the source of Qalb.
Al-Ghazali
believes in
the localization
of functions).
Two opposite forces are working there,
positive and negative, constructive
and destructive,
animal and Angelic.
Integration
of these forces is necessary for a normal man.
Man's birth,
growth and the end in this world is within the community.
Quran speaks
of the Muslim Community
as "The Middle Community"
Charged
with
the task of executing God's will on earth.
Individuals are there to earn
from the society, but this earning
must not change their individuality.
Quran
tells us "Evevy Soul Should earn but for itself and no soul shall
bear the burden of another.
But all the individuals are integrates
in the
community.
According
to Islamic teaching, we may conclude that every
Muslim

is a gestalt,

and in a large sense, Mil1at, is a Gestalt.

GOD
SoeleTY
INDIVI-

DUAL

So Islamic

view

of man.

which

most of the modern

psychologists

'accept is that man is a biosocial
creature,
having psychic energy and
baving link with some source.
To quote Jung, "A person's psyche must
be regarded as a totality, a unity in which the individual
parts are coordinated
in an integrated system. By the individuation
process, a per~on
reaches his full development
or maturity.
Vital to this is the functIOn
of religion.
"To attain
normal or wholeness state of developmen~,
the psychotherapist
must utilize the archetypes"
God's concept
IS
much

wide than the archetype.
Man

society and God are united.

In the words

of Dr.

Ajmal

"All

psycholo~ical
distance
between
man and man, man and nature is commensurate
with distance between man and God.
The norm of mental
health is. therefore,
the psychological
closeness to God.
Distance from
God is ~quivalent
to mental disease.
The Quran seems to say that if
there is one God, then essentially there must be one humanity.
Recently
Levi-Strauss put it "One can predict that in the twenty first century there
wil1 hard ly be more than one culture,
a single humanity".
Islam is
submission to God's will, which operate
both at physical and at the
moral level.
This has to be discovered by man and then conformed
to
Deviation
from God's will (which is also deviation from humanity) is the
path of abnormality.
Miskawayeh
Ibn Arabi and AI-Ghazali
.have
described
various
forms of abnormalities
and the symptoms associated
with these diseases.
The point of difference
between these Muslim
thinkers
and mode:.-n psychologists
is labelling
of the diseases.
call these diseases spiritual
while the modern
psychologists
call

They
them

functional.
In both cases anxiety or depression,
obsession, delusion, hallucination
etc., are there.
Modern "clinical psychologists
as a whole are depending
less and less on disease concepts and becomeing increasingly aware of
the need to explicitly define their value commitment".
In Dr. Rotters
words "The concept of adjustment
is essentially a matter of value.
That
is, it involves the notions of good and bad; defining what is good".
In
Muslim Society as earlier pointed out closeness to God is good.
"That
belief.. .. in the unity of God, symbolises on the one hand, the unity of
personality
and, on the other hand, a feeling of communication
with
nature.
Love is the best medium of l.:ol11munication.
"If the essence of
the prophet's teachings were required to be stated in one word, then that
word is "love"
"Al-Ghazali
believes that man can acquire love for the
lmowledge of the true nature of things.
If ne such love exists in the
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heart, then it is diseased".
"When the Holy Quran discusses disease",..
it seems dissociation, doubt and envy." "The cause of these diseases is.
ignorance."
The cure for it is knowledge".
Maulilna Ashraf Ali Thanvi, a Muslim Scholar keeping in view the
importance of value commitments started a counsellIng programme to
strengthen the belief in the unity of God, for unity 'Of personality and
feeling of communication with nature. To treat the maladjust'ed individual by importing knowledge through communication.
Although he
has no fixed method or technique in the literal sense, yet one particular
bnd of method is noticeable. He wrote letters in answering the problems
or difficulties of the individual.
In these letters often he asked the clients
to read books recommended for the solution of thei~ prohlehis. I call this
method "Reading Therapy".
j

Reading theraphy, emanating from the Muslim Philosophy, views
man as a whole unit, a living organism of millat, having a definite
purpose of life, peculiar to man alone. M n's primary concern is to find
and fullfii meaning and purpose in life. All human activities are directed
towards a definite goal. Al-Ghazali calls this goal as 'Saadah' (blessedness). Ashraf Ali Thanvi, started a counselling programme at 'Khanqah
Ashrafia' situated at Thana 8hawan in V.P. India, for the attainment of
this end, i.e., to purify the heart. Believing in the wholeness of the
individual, he differentiated between voluntary and involuntary actions.
Intention
is also important in his theory. Deviation from the basic
nature of man, leads to maladjustment.
Counsellor's job is to guide the
man towards the right path. Ashraf Ali Thanvi, cured thousands of
individuals from the diseases having no organic origin, functional of
course.
He did not use anyone fixed type of procedure.
He employed
the technique of individual as well as group therapy, to establish therapeutic encounter.
In addition to this face to face therapeutic encounter,
he utilized the method of providing reading material to gain insight.
Here therapeutic encounter is not between the therapist and the patient,
but between the writings of the therapist and the patient.
Believing in the individual difference, but having complete faith ~n
the potential of the human being, he clearly pointed out that if ~ny
patient wants to c'ons'ult him for his difficulties or maladjustment, before
coming to him he mus 'understand that in his therapeutic technique :(

1.

'MiraCles' and 'Kashaf'

are not essential.

2.

There is ~o g~ara~'tee for 'fbr'giveitess' on the day of judgement,.

3.

There is no promise of material benefitage, amulets,
for success in litigation or better plOspects in life.

rituals

etc.

4.

Sickness cannot be warded off by occult rituals nor there is room
for prophecy.

5.

Counsellor's
attention itself will not automatically
cure
patient, nor worship and piety will follow auiomatically.

6.

No action is possible without will.

7.

Inner experiences are not guaranteed.

the

Thanvi's emphasis, thus is on importance of the patient's will in the
cure of the disease, which will not be alleviated by any ritual.
The
counsellor will only assist the client, keeping in view hi" mental capacities.
This assistance may be through direct guidance or by reflections on the
client revelations.
So that he may understand his problems himself.
In this respect C. Rogers is very near to him. Rogers' therapy is built
on the assumption that the individual has within him the capacity, at
least latent, to understand the factors in his life, that cause him unhappiness and pain, and to organize himself in such a way so as to overcome those ractors. This power will become dfective if the therapist can
establish with the client a relationship sufficiently warm, accepting and
understanding.
In reading therapy this warm, accepting relationship and
understand ing between the patient and the therapist is established through
a common Media-God.
This relationship can be expressed.

<noD

cLIENT

TRERff PIST

Ashraf Ali Thanvi had said "Man has the power to apprehend the
physical as well as spiritual world. Rogers also talkediabout 'Potential
growth'.
The first condition for the treatment Ashraf Ali Thanvi put
forward is that there must be psychological contact between therapist
and client. Here in many .:ases contact between two persons is developed
through exchange of letters. The client (Salik) must be feeling some type
of anxiety betwe~n his feelings and actions.' The therapist should be
:sensitively aware.of the clients' experiences.
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There are many instances where he experienced the client's feelings
and pointed out indirectly the solution of the problem to the salik. Communication is a must, he pays so much importance to communication that
he did not confine himself to face to face situation only but sometimes
wrote letters for the guidance of the salik. Ashraf Ali Thanvi, although
very close to Rogers, believes that some individuals need direct guidance.
Therefore he uses direct counselling method, too. His procedure was
that first the salik should write a letter to him describing his problem.
After reading the contents of the letter, he asked some questions.
Then
after satisfying himself that the client was really facing some difficulties
and that the client had faith in his capacity to ours, asked him to come
to the "Khanqah" and stay there with other persons. Here every morning
one or two hours session was held in a group. The individual was
supposed to live and work with others. While staying at Khanqah,
If
he found that the salik was not making satisfactory progress; he paid
individual attention to him. But the salik was at liberty to terminate the
session if he was not satisfied with the therapist.
During his stay at the
Khanqah the patient had to perform some work. He emphasised on the
client not to worry about disparity between action and feeling and not to
stop acting or behaving even if not fully satisfied with his behaviour.
He
believed that good intentions brought their rewards.
As earlier pointed out he did not followed one fixed method. Broadly
speaking his method can be classified into two categories.
1. Face to face contact, and
2.

Reading material and the patient contact.

After getting an elementary information of the nature of problem or
disease, if he thought that the disease is minor one, he simply wrote
letters to give advice, often suggested some reading material relevant to
the problems.
From the reading of 'Tarbiat-ul-Salik',
in which case histories are
written, it will be noticed that Ashraf Ali Thanvi has developed a new
therapy in which, answering the letters of the patients, he many times
asked the patient to read certain books, sometime,> his own. Some reading
material by other Muslim writers, for example AI-Ghazali's "Kimaya-eSaadat" was recommended most frequently.
He wrote a large number
of books, so that he could recommend them to his clients, thus implementing his technique of therapy.
He used simple and difficult language

in accordance with the difficulty level of the problem,

keeping in view

individual differences.
This is the therapy through reading with will to health. Reading
therapy of Ashraf Ali Thanvi is based on the principle that the patient
instead of face to face encounter should read the relevant material
suggested by the therapist, to gain insight in his problem. This reading
material acts as a substitute for the presence of the therapist.
Of course
first condition is that he must have faith in God. Instructions are given
to read prescribed material and try to :lct according to the principles
suggested in the books.
In Reading therapy, technique follows understanding, so is the case
of existential therapy.
Here technique is developed after setting the
philosophy of life. Individual is treated as a whole. Abnormality is
due to deviation from Reality-God.
In most cases ignorance is the cause
of deviation.
Knowledge is the remedy of ignorance.
Knowledge without action is useless. Reading therapy suggests relevant sources of
knowledge to avoid abnormality.
The technique of selective reading,
suggested books, with which to act on the advice is proved to be the most
effective therapeautic technique.
Here sentences a re provided to the
patient to identify with, and gain insight. Emphasis is on will to act,
merely reading will not solve the problem.
For voluntary actions
patient's determination is necessary.
Through will and practice patient
can also control involuntary action.
Dollard and Miller said that "neurotic is a person who is in need of
a stock of sentences that will match the events going on within and
without him. Proceeding further they pointed out that with their aidhe can produce hop~ and caution within himself and in being logical and
systematic.
Actually they are following one most important aspect of
Reading therapy.
Psychobiologic therapy is also very much similar to R.T. for treating
the patient as a whole person. Here emphasis is placed upon action,
choice and hope with a realistic and clear understanding of one's situation,
goals and possibilities.
The most important feature of his therapeutic
technique is that he never encourages the salik to describe the past
experiences and repent about them. He said that by asking about the
past experiences for finding the causes of malajustment we are actually
reinforcing that behaviour in the individual.
Otto Rank also asserted
that dwelling in the past served no useful purpose but rather fixated the
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patient
in the painful past.
Carl Rogers accepted
the principle that
~herapy could proceed without an analysis of the past.
Gestalt therapy
IS also interested in new and here happenings.
But as maladjustment
is
d.ue to the past experiences,
said Ashraf Ali Thanvi, one must ask for.gIVeness from God.
Reading

therapy

is meant

for those who can read and write

Khalid Iqbal

It is

simple, easier, takes less time shorter, tends to rely on belief, and uses
,.encouragement
and reassurance.
Its technique is simple.
But it requires
much more work from psychotherapist.
It requires
full confidence
in
counseIlor as well as " complete faith in God . So it I'Sb a Sl'ca 11yare l'IglOuS
.
therapy.
Ashraf All Thanvl cured many patients by using this technique.
But w~ cannot say whether this cure is due to personality
of Ashraf Ali
Thanvl or due to technique.
Research
is needed in this connection
Th.e .author of this article is working on this.
Reading
therapy
require~
wntmg and reports
from the client about his problems,
experiences.
So~e ~ouns~IIo~s ha.d. observed
that the patients feel easy in expressing
theIr difficultIes m wntmg.
It is a kind of catharsis
in private to b
s~ared
with the therapist
afterwards.
It may be compared
wit:
blblotherapy
--:

.No lVlore Hustling
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A fool lies here who tried

10

hllstle the East
Kipling

A look at international
political scene reveals
a very encouraging
tendency among the third world nations which, on the international
scale,
has never been present before:
a large number of third world allainces.
The

roots

of such

allainces

lie partly

in the

struggle

for

the

redistribution
of power which has its origin in the Yalta conference
of
1945 and partly in withdrawal of foreign powers from the countries
they
had colonized and the consequent
liberation
of Afro-Asian people.
The
first concrete step towards such a movement of the third world was taken
at the gathering of newly independent
nations in Bundong
Indonesia,
in
1955. The main idea of the Bundung conference was the disengagement
of thes~ nations from the prevailing cold war between the major powers.
with the advent of 1960s this significant but narrow split gave way to the
larger concept of non-aligned nations.
This concept included
countries
from Europe, Latin America and caribbean
in addition
to Afro-Asian
nations.
In 1961 twenty-four
countries
joined to institutionalize
nonalignment at a meeting held in Belgrade Yogoslavia.
Steadly the number
of these nations increasedtand
by the time of fourth
non-alignment
eonference

For.tunately (~sych~) analysis is not the only way to
resolv~ mner conflicts. Life itself still remains a very effective
therapIst.
(Karen Horney, M.D.)
"Great wits are sure to madness
partitions do their bounds divide."

near allied, And thin
(John Dryden)

in Algiers

they tataled

seventy-six.

Apart from the conference
of non-aligned
nations
there are other
more cohesive, organizations
of the third world nations like organization
of African Unity (OAU).
The Arab League and recently
formed panIslamic

federations

like the Islamic

Secretariat.

Also within the framework of the UN the less developed
countries
work together through the "Committee
of 77", which now has more than
hundred members.
The "Committee
of 77" has the backing of strong
regional UN organizations
like Economic
Commission
for Africa (ECA)
Economic

Commission

for Latin America

sion for Asia and Far East (ECAFE).
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(ECLA)

and Economic

Commia-
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,Sadat had also visited a number of Arab capitals to win support for such
There are also functional groupings.
Such include the powerful
organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), its Arab Subsidiary Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) and
Internatiooal Committee of copper exporting Countries.
.
Third world nations co-ordinate the policies of their organizations
and committees
at the UN head-quarters.
This has great significance since support for the UN Charter is one of the basic point
of unity within the third world. Without such a body it would be very
difficult for the third world nations to fulfill a collective role in the international political and economic field.
Though the independent
nations refused to be hustled by their
old colonial masters and their powerful allies denied to be bribed by
economic aid with strings and refused to be taken for granted, there was
little they could do until some of the world nations got firm hold on that
devestating weapon oil.
The foundation of modern and really effective alliances were laid
during the fourth summit conference of non-aligned nations which among
many other important topics discussed the middle East crisis, the liberation struggles in southern Africa and the economic relationship between
the developed and less-developed countries. This conference was, in many
ways, different from the previous non-aligned meetings. Due to COllferences regard of the Soviet block as un-acceptable the attitude of the
Soviet Union was hostile towards it ; while China gave this tendency a
strong and an unqualified approval. The majority
opinion
was to
broaden the area of non-aligned membership and many countries, including a developed one like Sweden were given observer status.
The liberation movements in South Africa Rhodesia and Portuguese
African territories gained tremendous support and Guinea-Bissau gained
wide recognition as an independent country.
The Algiers summit presaged a new Arab Israel confrontation.
Third
world countries gave assurances of breaking diplomatic ties with the
Jewish state unless Israel withdrew flom all occupied Arab lands.
. Though the war. between Israel and Arabs resulted in military
advantages for Israel, the Arabs through a crafty combination of oil
politics, more than offsett these by the political advantages they gained.
The prime architect of using oii as a political weapon was Nadim
Pachachi of Iraq, former secretary general of OPEC. President Anwar

a move.
With the success of oil as a weapon of politics, deployed by the Arab
oil producing nations. the world politics changed rapidly. The alignment
of nearly a 11 the coun tries of the third world with the Arabs in their fight
against Zionist aggression marked the beginning of a new phase of the
third world allainces. The success of oil as a weapon greatly increased
the euphoria created by the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam in the face of
heroic resistance by the people of that country.
Such was the scence of joy that some third world countries did what
is generally done by the major powers. The ending of middle East war
was supported by most of the third world countries but the method of
bringing about the cease-fire made them unhappy. The U.S. and,the USSR
had introduced their proposals to the Security Council demanding a vote
without any discussion.
Immediately the relations between the U.S.A.
and the USSR became strained and in face of a threatening situation eight
nonaligned countries produccd a Resolution 340 which made it possible to
send a UN peace-keeping force to the middle East.
The third world feeling itself being exploited economically by the
'rich nations because of the way rich countries were able to control the
terms of trade, having set about to put things right. The weapons deployed against economic exploitation are outright nationalization
of major
economic resources; or the unilateral fixing of prices at very high levels,
such as with oil. Another method is the insistance of partnership arrangments with the foreign investors in major industries. International trade of
petroleum, copper and even sugar shows the success of these methods.
Of course they can only bring some worthwhile gains when producing
countries, taken together, can manage some monopoly power.
1974 brought with it good tidings for the poeple of palestine and
Africa, struggling for their independence and their birthrights which are
denied to them.
Military coup in portugal, overthrowing of the oppressive dictatorship, brought freedom both at home and in overseas territories.
Guinea
Bissau finally got rid of its colonizers.
Both mozambique and Angola
have by now their own provisional governments and whitl:' reactionary
elements have failed to forstall the inevitable process of the end of oppres
:sion and tyranny.
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Although the efforts to expel South Africa from the UN failed but
the pressure applied on the white regime brought some sense into the
minds of white rulers of black African countries, So much so that "Voice
of reason" was heard coming from lhe Southern end of Africa uttered
by noneother than Mr. John vorster, South Africa's Prime minister.
Softening of South Africa's attitude forced Rhodesia's Ian Smith to
change his stand. Though majority rule in Rhodesia or South Africa is a
long way off, the white rulers are at least beginning to have dialogue with
the freedom movement instead of fighting them.
Among these half-victories lies the glowing success of the Palestine
Liberation Organization in defiance of all efforts by the Jewish Lobby in
Europe and America.
The world has at last recognized that without
P.L.O. there can be no Viable discussion on the Middle East Problem.
Bya margin of 101 votes, the UN General Assembly ir.vited the PLO
to participate in its debate on palestine.
Concluding the debate which
started on 13th November PLO was granted observer status in UN affairs
and the Assembly called for the creation of a palestinian state.
But for all its actions and organizations third world lacks cohesion
and is no more than an adhoc coalition
for achievement of some common goals. Countries have different policies and often conflicting interests
However it is possible to turn the divided camp into an effective and unitary worldwide lobby independent of all the major powers.
Whether the third world ever reaches such a stage or not, one thing
is clear: it can be hus'.1ed no more and any such attempt will meet its
own destruction.

SUPERSTITIO
Shafqat

Hussain

aghmi

It is not possible to tell for sure, when for tbe first time. superstitious
ideas sneaked into human mind.
Th~ difficulty lies in the different theories put forward by theologists
and historians and still in the different definitions given by the atheist
and monotheist thinkers.
The usual definition they give of superstition is; any belief or any
action or practice on such belief that is inconsistent with known facts or
rational thoughts especially such a belief in omens. in supernatural
etc.
The controversial issue is the word "Supernatural".
A believer excludes
God, angles etc from the category of supernatural while an athiest does
not. Thus for an atheist, religion is also a species of supernatural and
hence all religion persons are su pc rstitious.
As already said, there is a great difference between the views offered
by theologists and historians.
All monotheistic theologists believe that
the first persons on earth were. of course, Adam and Eve. Thus the
logical view, ac:;ording to them, is that superstition crawled into man's
mind at least a thousand years after the Fall because Adam is said to
have lived a thousand years. Being a prophet of God, he was guided by
Him in every matter of life, and thus knew the real cause of every event
which might make people attach superstitious
ideas with. Hence, if
people fell for any superstition, Adam would reveal the reality and it
must have been after his death that the people forgot his teach ings and
held superstition rather than their religion.
Christian theologists believed---and,
probably still believe--that the date of the creation of the world can be inferred from, genealogies in Genesis. Fixed by Arch bishop Usher and further by Doctor Lighfoot, Adam and Eve came to this world on Friday, 23rd October, 4004
B.C. at precisely 9 a. m. Thus the superstition
began some where at
3000 B.C.

'111..
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But geologists seem distinctly heistant to agree with this view because
of the obvious reason that they think 600 years too short a period for the
.existence of the visible universe.
And if they do agree that man came
into existence 6000 years back, they seem even more reluctant to believe
that the origin of superstitious thoughts was a thousand years or so after
the creation of man, for historian, researching about pre-historic era,
think that even the first man was suffering from superstition--.even if he was Adam.
Then again is the difficulty because of those who think religion as
also a form of superstition.
Hence it must have begun with religion. All
monotheists firmly believe that religion began with Adam; the first man
on earth. But atheists deny the existence of Adam and Eve and the Fall.
The controversy, therefore, still remains.
The earliest superstitious beliefs, held by the pre-historic people, were
probably about their surroundings and disease. When the cave-men
.gathered around fire for supper, their leader said a prayer like this:
"Ye Lord of Heavens! Save us from the ghosts of clouds, and of
darkness when evils spring their wings, and of disease when evil gets
into us, and of witches which fiy in Heavens like burning birds".
This "speech" clearly reveals what misleading beliefs had they attached with their 'surroundings.
Pre-historic man was afraid of the changing
shapes of clouds. Night was also horrifying for them as they sincerely
believed---and
some people still believe---that
evils were set free
in the dark. Eclipse also roused superstitious terrors but had been later
reduced to Natural Law by Bablonian priests.
Disease was considered to be intrusion of evi I in human body. This
evil could be removed by two ways: either by excercising something good
so that evil might leave or by excercising a different evil of higher degree
so that the new one replaces the old, weaker evil. This was a funny logic
but they trusted this "remedy".
During middle-ages, Christians were perhaps the most superstitious
people on earth. "A mass of superstition, largely pre-Christian in origin,
but supported until quite modern times, by the whole weight of ecclesiastical authority," had penetrated in their life.
Christians had a view of comets' as being portents. From very ancient
times, eomets had always been regarded as symbols of disaster.
In Julius
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Caesar, Shakespeare seems to have taken this view for granted. This view
fully supported by theologians.
A notable clergyman wrote to Henery
VITI in 1532 about a comet then visible:
"What strange things these
tokens do signify to come hereafter, God Knowth: for they do not lightly
appear but against some great matter".
Situation was not much different in the Muslim world. Kings and
Sultans had strong faith in fortune-tellers and other superstitions.
Their
important moves were planned according to the signs of zodiac. This
superstitiun has not quite left us still.
Another fasion became common of ascribing supernatural
qualities with persons which they did not and could not have possessed. That
was often done some years after the death of the person concerned.
An
extract from an essay by Bertrand Russell will explain the issue admirably.
"St. Francis spent many years in India, China and Japan and at last
met his death in 1552. He and his companions wrote many long letters,
giving account of their labours but in none of these, so long as he was still
alive, is there any claim to miraculous powers
But soon after xavier's
death account of miracles began to appear. He was said to have had the gift
of tongues, although his letters are fu II of the pancity of good interpreters. It was said that, on one occasion when his companions were thirsty
at sea, he transformed salt water into fresh. When he lost a crucifix in
the sea, a carb restored it to him .... In 1622, when he was cannonized, it
became necessary to prove to the satisfaction of the Vatican authorities,
that he had performad miracles, for without such proof, no one can
become a saint. The Pope officially gauranteed the gift of tongues, and
was specially impressed by the fact that xavier made lamps burn with
holy water instead of oil".
With the rise of science, superstition saw itself giving way to knowlege. But strange enough that theologians were too hostile towards
scientific kn owledge and were stubborn not to leave superstitious ideas.
Comets, as said earlier, produced terror among people. It was when
"Newton's Principle" in 1687, showed that the law ot gravitation accounted as satisfactorily
tbe motions of comets as for those of planets"
and that they were not in the earth's atmosphere that some peop!t: began
to think differently, yet this superstition still is clinging to people's mind,
especially in the sU9-continent.
But is it not amazing that whenever a
comet is visible, something extraordinary often happens.
I myself recall
seeing two comets; one during the 1965 war and the other before that of
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1971. An extract from the diary of Ralph Thoresby, written in 1685,
about a comet then in the heavens, is very interesting.
He writes,"
Lord, fit us for whatever changes it may pretend; for, though I am not
ignorant that such meteors proceed from natural causes, yet they are also
frequently presages of natural clamaties."

•

The controversy still remains; scientific mind rejects them altogether
and so do I but it is very amazing and sometimes surprising for me to
observe that whenever my shoes cross each other, there is almost always
a journey waiting for me !

--:0:-

Think Pieces
"Among the notionable dictes of antique Rome was the
fancy that when men heard thunder on the left the gods had
some what of special advertisement to impart. Then did the
prudent pause and lay down their affaire to study what omen
jove intended."
(The Dangers of this Mortal Life
by Sir Eustace Peach tree)
''It is the customary fate of new truths
heresies and to end as superstitions."

SAIL ABBAS
KHAWAJA AHMED USMAN

to begin as

(Thomas Henry Huxley)
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:Solitudes of Nature
Sail Abbas
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its thoughts
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too.
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Man might be conscious
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There

mind

to trace.
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It is easy to see

of God.

"all

and this sympathy
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side of the picture
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sympathy
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Why does the sight of rural scenery

in this vast universe
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I have
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of special

name this specific feeling and it is inextricable

Such a mood is characteristic

of ideal or spiritual

in

a kind

between

very
the

to one anothor.

material

prison,

separated

from

absorbed

in to the Infinite

Intelli-
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gence from which it emanated."
So we can see that these feelings might
be due to the fear of Infinite Intelligence, which a man sees through
communion with the informing life in Nature.
This idea is supported by another fact that human beings are conscious
of their mortal nature.
If we deeply see in to this, consciousness of
nothingness is very horrifying.
So man tries to make himself perfect
and finds companionship with nature in which he sees a perfect soul.
That is why he, sometimes, desires to get rid of the 'material
to mix up with the perfect soul.

prison' and

He wants to be a part of the Infinite

Intelligence.
He wants this "natural piety" to inoculate him against
the contagion of the world. He finds satisfaction in rural scenery and
tries to console his dejected and affection denied soul.

He sees reflections

of his own moods in the clouds gathered about the setting sun, in the
splendours of lonely dawns, in the solitu des of mountain peak, and in
lakes, forests, brooks and flowers which give rise to the self conscious
pleasure with the lonely nature.
--:
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--What Should be Done !'
Khawaja Ahmed

Usman

There seems to be an air of uncertainty about, which prompts us to
live from moment to moment, without a clear sense of purpose or d irection. This tends to promote a cynical attitude and erode our traditional
values and beliefs. Who is to blame?
What should be done!
At best, you and me can only ponder over these colossal issues which
are agitating our minds today, particularly because they have bewildered
and confounded the younger generation which is enduring a painful period
of frustration.
We have been taught the History of Western cultures and a superfi,cial and alien social-moral set up has been thrust upon us. Little do we
know that having ruled the sub-continent
for a thousand years, the
Muslims had to suffer the humiliation of a hundred years struggle merely
to prove that they were a separate nation.
The Quaid-i-Azam united the
Muslims of all regions of the sub-continent with a clarion call in the
'name of Islam and carved out against heavy odds an independent home
land for them-the
ideological state of Pakistan with few parallels in
history.

"Nature teaches more than she preaches. There are no
sermons in stones. It is easier to get a spark out of a stone
than a moral."
(John Burroughs)
"Death is the ugly fact which Nature
she hides it well."

has to hide, and
(Alexander Smith)

"In life there is nothing more unexpected and surprising
than the arrivals and departures of pleasure. If we find it
in one place today, it is vain to seek it there tomorrow. You
can not lay a trap for it."
(Alexander Smith)

What is the ideology of Pakistan?
Our intellectuals can hold forth
,on the teachings of Marx and Lenin, they know a good deal obout Mao's
thought and they are fully conversant with the political structures of
Western democracies and cultures.
However, their knowledge of Islam
and the Quran, the fountain head of Pakistan"s ideology, is confined to a
few pathetic rituals. Where is the dynamism of the faith which had
united a people and created a nation ?
The younger generation feels that it has been cheated.
It is bitter
and angry. On the one hand, loyalty and devotion are demanded of it,
on the other the prerequisites for such exal ted sentiments have not been
,given to it.
While, considerable progress has been made

III

trade

and industry,
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education has been woefully neglected.
In fact, over the years great pains
have been taken to preserve and perpetuate
an educational
system wh icll
was originally designed to serve the needs of British Imperialism.
Besides
there has been no institutional
development
which can reflect the great
ideals for which Pakistan
was created
and stood for-the
first step
towards the unification
of the Islamic world.
It is an appalling
thought
to realize that the whole of the country has got on to the wrong bus,
which is headed in a direction diametrically
opposite to our destination.
The first stop on this terrible route has been Bangladesh
where half the
country

•

got off.

Nevertheless,
about
the older

the younger
generation

generation
should also stop complainin g
and its failures
as accusations
lead to

irresponsibility.
Let us face it, was it the older generation which taught
us to wear long hair and bell bottoms?
Not that there is anything
wrong in that but it does convey the fact that the youger generation
still
enjoys

ample

It is for

freedom

of choice to determine

us to decide

whether

its way of life.

we seek

knowledge

at schools

and

universities
or waste our energies in endless pursuits of petty politics and
squabbles.
Do we wish to see a Pakistan that the world will look up to
or do we want to turn it into a land of ignorance and voilence ?
If we aspire to participate

in the great

adventure

that

Pakistan

Short Stories

was

about, then we need to get down on our hands and knees and work ollr
guts out. We shall not be second to any student community of the world.
Above all let us walk with humility
so that

we can rekindle

our destiny

in their

our burnt

to the great fountain

out torches

many splendoured

of our faith

and then march forward

to

lights.

MIR IKRAM-UL-HAQ
SHAFQAT

•

HUSSAIN

NAGHMI

TfIr,e OpeJrdUJio61l

BlllUJ<e

Mir Ikram-ul-Haq
Presently I am dealing with a case, in which my subject is said to be
an insane person. In fact, it was out of my own interest and curiosi ty
that 1 had opted to take this particular case, which I must declare, is the
strongest of all cases, ever taken up by the doctors at my hospital.
The
person, who is my patient is said to be an insane person. His record
declares that he holds on firmly certain beliefs and ideas, which are no
more than non-sensical;
but, whereas the ideas or the beliefs, which
condemn him to insanity, have not been noted down in the record, it
does say that the patient keeps on repeating certain particular sentences
in moments of extreme insanity.
These words, declares the record, are:
The whole of mankind is in search of truth, located some where; however numerous their directions be, men have as yet been unable to locate
it. So much does hold sense and carries a heavy weight to its support.
But, what is further, written in the record book suggests complications,
wherein, the cause of my patient's insanity may be said to lie. It IUns :
The only path which is the true path, to truth is the operation blue. It
is for the doctors to deduce the conclusions as to what actually is
'operation blue' and a revelation could certainly be helpful in arriving
at a definite conclusion, regarding the insanity of my patient.
It is the
same purpose on which I am myself presently engaged. But before I
tell you something about my own study, it would be interesting to you
as it was for me when I took over the case, to tell something more about
patient and his progress at the hospital.
About five years ago, my patient, whom from now on we shall call
Mr. M--,
was assigned to a doctor of psychology; and at that time it
sounded as one of the numerous common cases, which wc have to deal
with at our hospital. The doctor is said to have worked upon the case for
two years but the results were disastrous.
The doctor. in his final report
had declared Mr. M--to
be absolutely sane and in perfect condition.
The medical board, as is obvious, rejected the report, while at the same
time; another study revealed that the doctor had started to show signs
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similar to those of Mr. M--;
that he had developed a personality
similar to that of his patient; and further that he had become a strong
adherent of the insane ideas of Mr. M--.
That was the reason of his
declaring his patient to be fit.
After this strange and unbelievable incident, a new doctor was assigned the same case. In the beginning, this new doctor told me something
of this strange case, He said that Mr. M-claims
having developed a
certain philosophy, whereby he would turn the whole of the existing
world atmospbere in to something. which no language has words to
describe. Simply that it was called the operation Blue. Whereas Mr.
M -was neither a mystic nor a magician and neither did he claim to be
one, it was certain, the dpctor told me' that Mr. M-had
visualized the
world with a strange eye and that his idras would definitely change the
whole course of !Uankind in~o a path, indescribeable.
Besides this information, I could not gather anything else out of my doctor friend, as he
thought a discussion or any other revelation illight hamper his own study.
Finally, aqout two years back, he met me and said that he would
very ~oon b~ submHting hjs findings to the board. In the course of the
talk, he told me that h~ had declared Mr. M-to be absolutely sane and
in perfect condition.
I was flabbergasted and stunned.
But the doctor,
in a very calm and composed manner, ignored my questionings and
shrieks of surprise.
He said he had already studied the case for almost
l"Y0 years anq that tltere was nothing wrong with the ideas and feelings
of Mr. M-, which could never be those as uttered in moments of insanity.
The operation Blue, he described, aims at finding the truth where it is
located ~nd only the 0Reration blue can guide to the truth, which men
are in search of. Thereupon, the second doctor was also declared insane
while myself having developed an extra ordinary interest in the whole
case, volunteered my services.
Counting this day, I have been working upon the operation Blue case
for a period of full one year, now. I seem to have made considerable
progress in my study, and I have a feeling that I may conclude my case
sooner than the two previous doctors did. I have, throughout this period,
been continuously meeting Mr. M-and have questioned and discusssed
quite a nu!Uber of subjects, which might possibly help me towards a
conclusion.
I must say that Mr. M-has
always been calm and wellmannered in his talks and throug~out all my conversations.
I did not
have the faintest idea of talking to an isane person. He discusses the Blue

operation with extra ordinary command over his ideas; he has firm and
definite beliefs, which never for once have sounded to be insane. Througout my life, I have never seen such a composed and confident person,
such a well read and commanding personality.
Although I have made considerable study on the subject but it would
be apt not to disclose it prematurely, lest it should interfere with my own
progress.
All I can say is that sometimes I have a strong feeling that I
should go no further with my studY,that I should drop it here and tell the
board of my inability to deal with the case. I do not know why I should be
wanting to do it. at a time when I am myself beginning to feel and like
the words which have stuck in my mind. These words which I have already
told you of are: The whole of mankind is in search of truth, located
somewhere; however numerous their directions be, men have as yet been
unable to locate it. The only path. which is the only true path to truth,
is the operation Rlue.

--:
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"Truth is the nursing mother of genius".
(Sarah) Margaret Fuller
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tng idiotically with one hand
reaching for the cigarette butt.

10

his trousers'

How do you make a guy your friend,

Defeat
Shafqat

Hussain

your mate,

pocket

your

and the other

pal,

your

buddy,

your everything? You judge him for a long time, spend a lot of time with him,
try to study his nature, get acquainted with his habits, and then make him
your friend, if he is willin~ too. But this wasn't the case here.
The first
look I cast at him told me that he was my frien d, my mate, my pal, my buddy.

Naghmi

I happened to be the resident of the hostel of a local college.
There wasn't much fun in the Hostel and all you could do was to go to
the Common Room for a shot of table tennis or chess and also carrom if
you were not in a mood of outing and so was I that day, so the commonroom was the only place I could go to and table-tennis was the only game
I could enjoy for this was the game I was good at. Therefore I easily
defeated four or five players before changing over to chess which 1 had
learnt not. long ago and wanted to be good at it because I was planning to
compete In the annual games, and without lot of practice, winning the
competition was not more than a "pipe dream".
My opponent wasn't all that good as well. I don't know whether
luck was on his side or I had committed some mistake that 1 saw my
queen trapped helplessly in a queen-or-king situation.
One thing that I
hate ab~ut chess is that lots of guys gather around you and begin giving
you advlces about your next moves; some of them are so funny that
you've got to have pretty strong will-power to stop a sputter of laugh from
bursting out. That day wasn't an exception.
A guy had already come
and was watching us but I was too busy to pay any attention to him.
Suddenly the watcher said to me, "I am in'terr'upting yuh, but yuh
don't know haw to play." He was trying to speak in such way that every
syllable could be heard clearly like an english-teacher teaching the class.
"You don't know ev'en thee A.B.C. ov tha game. Wo'ich fool told you
to play chess ?"
The words hit me hard and I hit the ceilng.
I looked up and there he was; long, lean and dapper, with a quite
good-looking but ?umorous face of brown complexion.
He had high
cheekbones, a thm mouth and a lilly moustache.
His hair were parted
from the side and a cigarette was hanging from his lips. He was stand100

my e~'erything.

I forced a grin. "Okay buster. So you teach me". "Why not,"
he said seriously and sat down on a chair. There were no signs of being
ashamed of what he had said to me, a guy who was a sheer stranger to
him. Neither were there any signs of reluctance which appear on your
face when you think that the other might be pulling your leg. His face
was expressionless free from any signs of guilt or hesitation.
He was so
sure of h imslef ; a don't-care-a-damn type of man.
He and I became "real ..buddies".
But there was almost always some
controversy going on between us on different matters.
We'd discuss a
book and our opinion would always be different.
He would write a jawbreaker and ask me to pronounce it and when I'd do, He'd always declare
me wrong for he wanted every word to be spoken with clear syllable.
He
was a pro-Mao commi while I, just to tease him, would always take the
side of Uncle Sam. He hated slang, and I'd always use slang in my
conversation like "Hiya Hassan boy, what in the devil's name yer
plannin, ta do' bout yer election compaign", or "don't gimmic on
commi literature"
etc. 1 knew 1 was not without success in my
strife to tease him but his face was always expressionle,s.
He was
-my best friend but, for reasons I don't know myself, I was fed up with his
expressionless face. I wanted to see some kind of expressions on his
face; of guilt, shame, failure, hurt or anything but the chance never
showed up.
It wasn't after about six months of our closest friendship that I realized
that I had developed an obsession: the ob$ession of seeing expressions of
guilt, shame or defeat on his face. The reason was simple; I had never been
successful in convincing him of myself being right. The poor dear was
such a stubborn personality; a man so sure of himself who thought that
what he said was a centurion of sayings. I loved the guy but at the same
time my ego was also strongly crushed.
I usually hate those persons who
.try to argue with me, but he was the first person whom I loved for the
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price of my ego.
win".
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All I wanted from him were the words "Okay

You

But they never came.

He was a very active politician of the college and was a big-shot of a
pro-commi party of the college who was going to take part in the college
elections.
An independent candidate was a good friend of mine and
would have won if he was declared the one representing the party of
whose big-shot my buddy was but he simply refused the proposal.
I
knew he was committing a mistake but he wouldn't listen to me. And
when the results came, they were not different from my expectations:
the
candidate from (my buddy's) party was defeated.
I was sure to see
expressions of defeat on his face when I went to see him but that was the
same sure, don't carc-a-damn-face.
I hit the top.
"It was your fault,"
I tried another trick.
other one, we would have won. It's your fault".
"It is not
cau'ses".

my fault",

he said surely.

"If

"Let

you'd

taken

I tried to move and a severe pain ran through my chest as if someone had stabbed me. I opened my mouth to yell and saw him in the
door. A cry subdued and the pain flew away as I saw what I had so
longed to see and that had even made me make this suicidical attempt.
His face was clouded with the expressions of defeat,
-h esitation.
He was not sure whether to step in or not.

guilt and

I had defeated him!

--:
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the

me tell you tha re'al

And he began telling me.

A 11I could do was to burn with fury.
Father came to see me and I borrowed his car for a night. Two of
us Le. my buddy and I went for an outing. The time was 10.35 and he
tuned to All India Radio which was broadcasting classical music.
"Listen buddy,"

i said.

"Shut up," he replied.

"Stop that Dracula's screams".
"You've got to de'vo'lop

your taste".

"If you don't stop it, I'll Jump out" I declared "You would'nt da're,"
he said confidently.
There was a strong tone of finality in his voice. I
saw the chance.
"Oh yeah ?" I said, "Are you sure ?"
"Hundred

percent",

he replied with confident.

I jumped out.
when I became conscious I found myself in the Hospital with (as
told later) three broken ribs and a left arm. The car was smashed but
he had only an injured fingure and had gone to repla~e the bandage.

"The perfect friendship of two men is the deepest and
bighest sentiment of which the finite mind is capable; women
m iss the best in life."
(Gertrude Franklin Atherton)
"There is no greater bane to friendship than adulation,
fawning and flattery."
(Marcus Tullius Cicero)
"It is a true saying, that a man must eat a peck of salt
with his friend, before he knows him."
(Miguel de Cervantes)
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The Mattimonhil Penal Code
A. S. 80khari

PREFACE
MUCH undue authority
is exercised
over us-the
women, by the
men.
They take an unfair advantage
of our quiet and gentle nature.
Husbands
have grown very impertinent.
They do not seem inclined
to
obey their wives.
Our ancient rights are altogether overlooked
and our
words are no longer laws. Nobody is now wiI1ing to submit to our gentle
rule.

To remedy these evils we have established

tection

of the Rights

a

Society

The particulars
of this Society 'if it is not already
public) will be published later on but suffice it to say
conferred
The

many blessings
Matrimonial

labour of this society

for

the

Pro-

of Women.
weI1-known to the
at present
it has

on womankind.

Penal

Code

is one

and it is expectetl

and to come into force from April
SHRIMATI

to

of the

fruits

be passed

of the arduous

early

next

month

1916.

AMRITA

Secretary,

SUNDARI

S.P.R.W.
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I

INTRODUCTION
Whereas

it is expedient

to

coercion

of refractory

husbands

authority

of women,

it is hereby

1.

This

Act

shall

provide
and

take effect on all the natives

others

enacted

be entitled

the

who

Penal
dispute

Code for the
the

supreme

as follows.
"Matrimonial

of India in the married
CHAPTER

.

a special

Penal Code"

and

state.

U

DEFINI nONS

:-

II.
disposal

A husband
of a woman.

'Note :-This

is a piece

of moving and moveable

article is reproduced from t~e Ravi Vol. X. January, 1916,
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'.

'

property

at the
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VII.
offences.

ILLUSTRA nONS
(0)

(b)

(c)

A trunk or a wooden-box is not a husband as it is not a moving
though a moveable piece of property.
Cattle are not husbands, for though capable of locomotion, they
cannot be at the absolute disposal of any woman, as they often
display a will of their own.
Men in the married

state,

The

followillg

punishments

First

Contemptuous

Secondly:-

Frowns.

Thirdly

Tears and lamentations

Fourthly

Scolding and abuse.

having no will of their own, are

are

also

provided

for

minor

'silence on the part of the wife.

(crying aloud).

CHAPTER

IV

husbands.
111. A wife is a woman having the right of property in a husband.

The right of property includes the right of flagellation.
The 'married state' is a state of penance into which men volun-

tarily enter for sins committed in a previous life.
CHAPTER

HI

The punishments

Whoever induces friends or gains over children to side with him
or otherwise prepares to wage war with the intention of waging war
against the wife shall be punished by transportarion
and shall also be
liable to be punjshed with scolding and with tears and lamentations.
X.

Xl. Whoever shall render allegiance to any woman other
wife shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

OF PUNISHMENTS
V.

than his

to which offenders are liable under the proEXPLANA nON

vision of the Code are:
First:

Imprisonment

Which may be either within the four walls of a bedroom,

(a) To show the slightest kindness to a young woman who is not

the

wife, is te render such young woman allegiance.

or within

the four walls of a house.
Imprisonment

The state in this code shall mean the married state only.

IX. Whoever wages war against his wife or attempts to wage such
war shall be punished capitally, that is, by separation or by transportation
and shall forfeit all his pocket-money.

EXPLANATION

IV.

VIII.

ILLUSTRATION

is of two descriptions,

namely.

1.

Rigorous, that is accompanied by hard words.

2.

Simple.

Secondly

:- Transportation,

Thirdly

:-Matrimonial

Fourthly

:-Forfeiture

A is the husband of B, and C is a young woman. A likes C's baby
because he is a nice child and gives him buns to eat. A has rendered
allegiance to C.
EXPLANATION

that is to another room.

servitude.
of pocket money.

VI. 'Capital punishment' under this code means that the wife shaH
run away to her paternal roof, or to some other friendly house with the
i'Atention of not returning in a hurry.

(b)

Wives shall be entitled to imagine offence under this Section, and
no husband shall be entitled to be acquitted on the ground that
he has not committed the offence.

" T~e simple accusation shall al~ays be held to be conclusive proof.,of
the offence.
'.
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XII.

Nothing

is an offence
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which is done by a wife.

CHAPTER

XIII.
Nothing is an offence which is done by a h4sband
.to the commands of a wife.

in obedience

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE STATE EXPLANATION
(c) The right of imagining

offences under this section shall be held
to belong !in general to old wives, and to women with old fat
and ugly husbands; and a young wife shall not be entitled
to

XIV.
No person in the married state shaH be entitled to plead any
other circumstances
as grounds for exemption from the provisions of the
Matrimonial
Penal Code.
CHAPTER

assume the right unless she can prove that she has a particul~lrly
cross temper, or was brought
up a spoilt child or is herself
supremely ugly.

V

OF ABETMENT
XV.

A person

abets the doing of a matrimonial

First

Instigates,
persuades,
commit that offence.

induces

.Secondly

Joins him in his commission
of
company during its commission.

or

that

offence who:

ecourages

offence

a husband

or

keeps

to

XVIII.
Whoever is guilty of showing any interest in another woman
shall be liable to all punishments
mentioned in this code and to other
•
:punishments
not menti(med in the code.
CAAPTER

him

OF OFFENCES

EXPLANATION
,
A man not in the married

state or even a woman

may be an abettor.

XX.

(0) As A the husband of B, and C an unmarried man drink together.
Drinking is a matrimonial
offence, C has abetted A.

RELATING TO THE AR~Y

Whoever

.01 daughter-in-law
.and lamentations.

abets the committing

'" spending

of B, the husband
of C, persuades
ways than those of which C approves.

money is a matrimonial

b

$~
~.. ~

Thirdl~

offence A has abetted

and

tears

VIII

OF OFFENCES AGAINST DOMESTIC
B.

"PLANA nON
'ife having

by scolding

~ to spend

••.•en a man in the married state abets another man in the
"'1atrimonial offence, the abettor is liable to the same
';t)al, provided by a competent court.
Sec.

AND NAVY

of mutiny by a son or a daughter

shaH be liable to be punished

CHAPTER
A the mother
money in other

VII

XIX.
The Army and Navy in this Code shaH mean the sons and
'the daughters and the daughters-in-law.

ILLUSTRATION

(b)

VI

the right of property

TRANQUILITY

XXI.
An assembly of two or more husbands is designated
ful assembly if the common object of such husband is :
First

To drink as defined below
other matrimonial
offence.

.Secondly

To overawe,
by show of authority,
their wives
exercise of the lawful authority of such wives.

in
Thirdly

To resist the execution

or

to gamble

an unlaw-

or to commit

any

from the

of a wife's order.

Fourthly

VI.
run away t,
. Lention of nl

.ales or male offenders not
.shed only with scolding, abuse,

in the
frowDi,

XXII.
punished

Whoever
by

-t::ontemptuous

is a member

imprisonment,

with

silence or scolding.

of an
hard

unlawful

words

and

assembly
shaH

be

shall
liable

be
to
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XII.

CHAPTER

Nothing is an offence which is done by a wife.

XIII. Nothing is an offence which is done by a husband in obedience
to the commands of a wife.

VI

OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE STATE EXPLANATION
(c) The right of imagining offences under this section shall

be held
to belong ~in general to old wives, and to women with old fat
and ugly husbands; and a young wife shall not be entitled to
assume the right unless she can prove that she has ~ particularly
cross temper, or was brought up a spoilt child or is herself
supremely ugly.

XIV. No person in the married state shall be entitled to plead any
other circumstances as grounds for exemption from the provisions of the
Matrimonial Penal Code.
CHAP fER V
OF ABETMENT
XV.

A person abets the doing of a matrimonial

offence who:

_First

Instiga tes, persuades,
commit that offence.

induces or ecourages a husband

to

.Secondly

Joins him in his commission of that offence or keeps him
company during its commission.

CAAPTER

EXPLANATION
A man not in the married state or even a woman may be an abettor.
ILLUSTRATION
(a) As A the husband of B, and C an unmarried man drink together.

Drinking is a matrimonial
(b)

XVIII. Whoever is guilty of showing any interest in another woman
shall be liable to all punishments mentioned in this code and to other
_punishments not mentioned in the code.

OF OFFENCES

XX. Whoever abets the committing of mutiny by a son or a daughter
daughter-in-law shall be liable to be punished by scolding and tears
and lamentations.

.01

CHAPTER

A the mother of B, the husband of C, persuades B to spend
money in other ways than those of which C approves.
offence A has abetted B.

XVI. When a man in the married state abets another man in the
married state in a matrimonial offence, the abettor is liable to the same
punishment as the principal, provided by a competent court.
EXPLANA TION
A competent court
the offending husband.

RELATING TO THE ARMY AND NAVY

XIX. The Army and Navy in this Code shall mean the sons and
-the daughters and the daughters-in-law.

offence, C has abetted A.

As spending money is a matrimonial

VII

OF OFFENCES

VIII

AGAINST DOMESTIC

TRANQUILITY

XXI. An assembly of two or more husbands is designated an unlawful assembly if the common object of such husband is :
First

To drink as defined below or to gamble or to commit any
other matrimonial offence .

.Secondly

To overawe, by show of authority,
tbeir wives from the
exercise of the lawful authority of such wives.

means the wife having the right of property in

XVII. Abettors who are females or male offenders not in the
married state are liable to be punished only with scolding, abuse, frownli.
tears and lamentations.

Thirdly

To resist the execution of a wife's order.

XXII. Whoever is a member of an unlawful assembly shall be
punished by imprisonment, with hard words and shall be liable to
.€ontemptuous silence or scolding.
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CHAPTER
OF DRINKING

IX
AND SPIRITS

WINE

XXIII, Any liquid kept in a bottle and taken in a glass vessel is
wine and spirits.
XXIV. Whoever has in his possession
defined is said to drink.

(only for those

who are of the opinion

that science is unable to

-express delicate ideas and deep sentiments)

He is said to drink even when he never touches the liquid himself.
XXV. Whoever is guilty of drinking shall be punished with imprisonment of either description and shall be liable to scolding.

My Dear Moment of Inertia,
Yesterday I saw you sitting on the margin of a circular pond. You
were watching the transverse waves of one meter wavelength, produced
in the water.

X

XXVI. Whoever shall speak in an ungentle voice to his wife shall
be guilty of domestic rioting.
XXVII. Whoever is guilty of domestic rioting shall be punished by
contemptuous silence or by scolding or by tears and lamentations.
(From Bankim Chandra).

Taymoor Aslam Khan

wine and spirits as above

EXPLANA nON

CHAPTER

A Love Letter

'Ten'

A tress of your pitch black hair was in simple (Harmonic) Motion.
Your sight made angle theta with the surface of the aqueous mirror and
then was being reflected with an infinite velocity. I could'nt help making
rectangular components of such a beautiful sight; and instantaneously
rolled down the inclined plane of your sigma. Love was due to weight
sine theta. The total work done is this letter. Though Newton's laws
donot hold truth in this case, yet it is nothing but reality.
So I dare to beg your hand for the time period of half-life
.to pass through the crests and troughs of worldly wave motion.

--:0:--

in order

Your passionate lover,
Radius of Gyration.
--:0:-

~..

l

.

, '. ,I

.. '

(

"The sky is like a woman's love,
The ocean like a man's;
oh, neither knows, below above,
the measure that it spans '"

~.
III

(Maurice Thompson)

.
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Bribery

l~

And eat not up your property among yourselves in

vanity. nor seek by it to gain the hearing of the Judges

..

that ye may knowingly
I

devour a portion of the property

of others wrongfully.

I
---I
I
Usury
I
I 0 ye who believe devour not usury. doubling and
I :~d:::~yg ~:es~:::sl;~:) a:~:::::;( :.:: ;:u:~~v:s)
I the fire prepared for disbelievers.-(A/-Quran)
I

I
I

.
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Lyric Impulse

I

I
I

I~

SHAHID RAHIM SHEIKH
MIR IKRAM-UL-HAQ
KMJCP

M

DONISH

FARHAD

I
I

MAHBOOB GHANI
KHALID IQBAL

Ig

TEEPU MOHABET KHAN
SYED AZHAR MOHYIDDIN
AGHA ALI
MOHD.

RAFIQ HASAN

g

M. A. BASIR

I

RAO M. ASLAM BAZMI

I

MOAZZAM

•

ALI KHAN

(ongratnlations
Shahid Rahim Sheikh
Why don't they just read the price-tag
and untag,
after all there a re no better opinion makers,
those that see a face and fall in love .
• 1

'Good-bad,
better-worse
'
dear sir seem to have forgotten formula number five.
And now it is unwrapped,
damned! don't you think it would be,
indecent idiot didn't smile to the masters.
They were casting a delinquent

into patterns:

'hullo sunny, I have brought you a piece of art',
'Pa which poet made him'
'0 no, sunny poets are poets,
they don't make pieces of art,
come see, it is a Good one
'
Congratulations.
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A Few Think Pieces

From 145-To a Friend

Mir IkramuJ Haq

:Shahid Rahim Sheikh
I.
There was a time, at our second floor rendezvous,
I could lift, me and my down to earth spirits, up.
Was this the magic of place, or fine china cups!
Perhaps I just wanted to be like those, that have gone by,
and if you remember, we almost always agreed,
upon our nation's great habit of garlanding the dead men's portraits.
Now that we both seem to have agreed upon,
maintaining nice decent relations-at
our places,
one kick of living in this good old place-is-gone,
-old melancholy discourses.

like our good

They were some other people whose footsteps,
still re-echo, in the dark corridors of this house,
For me coming back once is enough, I have seen
heard and tasted the flavour of an outdated symphony.
I still have the same coins, only they have changed the currency.
'Familiarity breeds contempt', it is a cliche.
But then like other cliches, sooner or later
we are doomed and we accept it.
Life itself is a big cliche, I am not the first one to discover it,
and so perhaps is 'frienship', a major cell in a big body.
Only when it came to taste, it tasted entirely tasteless,
You should have made it bitter; if sweetness is out of time,
but then you are 'foreign qualified' in'the science of adjustment'.

Thoughts thought during Nights,
Thoughts thought in darkness,
Thoughts that disturb the whole body
Wanting to get affected
Brighten up as Night lapses into Rays:
Day dawns,
A new life is begun
And each new life is a Remnant
-a remnant of the past night,
-each new life revolves in the old orbit
In the old rotten circle of life
-Days, Nights, Weeks,
Months, Years, Hours-Pass in a Flight
While he passes towards NOTHINGNESS.

II.

Hands do and undo
Eyes watch done and undone
Knowing not we break and make
And make to break
Something we gain from NOTHINGNESS.

III.

A few calm breaths
In the calm, sweet air,
Away from the ways of the world
Let me breathe awhile
And then I'll myself
Calmly, carelessly
Crawl into my fragrant bed of NOTHINGNESS.

I

,
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The "Par i ion"

A Poem

Danish Farhad

.KMJCP

cut the vein
and the smoked blood
tarred brown by the meaningless
cigarettes
comes forth in feeble protest
of its agonizing circulation
and makes you blush
at the attempt to end it all
when it has already ended
long time ago
except the meaningless protests
and the meaningless circulation
of it all

when the humanity was carrotted
The inhabitants had
foregone all their
bonds of mind and matter to
renovate their patriotism
for a new country across the
borders where they
hoped to find
themselves the free citizens
And here again they are strangers
in their own house,
Are they waiting for another partition?

--: 0:--

"A man whose blood
is very snow broth; one who
never feels
The wanton stings and emotions
of the sens'e."
(William Shakespeare)
"The brain may devise laws for
the blood, but a hot temper leaps
o'er a cold decree.
(William Shakespeare)
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To my Mother, on Receiving
a Carton of Provisions

FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
.K~alid Iqbal

Mahboob Ghani
Of a morning
A messenger,

late, a call, for me !
box on bicycle carrier,

I see!

"In Abbottabad,
you have some kin? "
Credentials
verified, I bring the carton in.
Two days it is stowed away, then brought out into the sun;
Opened, and its contents checked one by one.
Biscuits there are, and home-made, different 'barfi',
An almond cake, and vermicelli,
Tea, white sugar rare, some cream for dry skin,
Puffed wheat, and of butter 'ghee' a tin.
The things are stored, and I left with this thought to toy:
Receiving, when one cannot give oneself only half a joys.
--:0

:--

'Tis not the weight of jewel or plate,
or the fondle of silk and fur;
'Tis the spirit in which the gift is rich,
As the gifts of the wise one were;
And we are not told whose gift was gold
or whose was the gift of myrrh.
(Edmund Vance cooke,
The Spirit of the Gift)

I heard them knocking at my door
I opened it
And there I saw three young men
With weary faces, and tattered clothes
And guns slung on their shoulders
Their eyes were bright with tears
Or was it Hope?
Why don't you join us ? they asked
I said: "what will I gain 1"
"But what will you lose", they answered back
Yes I had nothing
Not even an address, not even a country to call my own
I had chains all over like a slave
But I was a slave, of a foreign power
And I will lose my chains, I thought
So I Joined them
To fight for my country
For its freedom; it liberty

--:0

:--

"But though my wing is closely bound,
My heart's at liberty;
My prison walls cannot control
The flight, the freedom of the soul."
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(Jeanne Guyon)

IPoem

Farewell

Teepu Mahabet Khan

Khalid Iqbal

Farewell my friends. it's hard to die
When hundreds of stars twinkle in the sky
But I was always the black sheep of the family
I tried to speak for the right
And to tell them what was wrong
But that was what they did not want
And they forced me to say,
Wrong was right and right was wrong
Still I spoke for the right and so I have to die
Farewell my friends, farewell, farewell.
--:0

:--

What is joy and what is sorrow;
Mirth, pleasure and gladness,
Grief, woe and sadness,
That from our life and time we borrow.
Joy and sorrow, both are same and one.
In the veil of joys, sorroW it is,
Sorrow is tHere in the form of bliss,
And after joy, sori'ow comes anon.
Its the same place where ybu heard your laughter,
Where you are shedding your tears,
All sobbing of mourn you hear;
And the joys came after ..
You know, that breast only
Has a space for mirth,
Which to sorrow can give birth
In that breast so lonely.

"There's something in the parting hour
will chill the warmest heart,
Yet kindred, comrades, lovers, friends,
are fated all to part ...
The one who goes is happier
Than those he. leaves behind."
(Edward Pollock)
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Both they together come, together go ;
One is harsh, other sweet,
As in cold winter, heat,
Stand they together in the same row.
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A Malicious Dream
Teepu Mahabet

Syed Azhar Mohyiddin

Khan

Farewell my soul, my spirits farewell ;
My wishes, my ambitions shall no more dwell.
You are parting and giving me some constant friends
Those friends shall be faithful, and me they shall tend
They will live with me, and thus they shall be so :
Misery, dejection, sorrow and woe.
You faithless friends! so early you have gone.
Gone forever. neyer coming to see me woe-begone.
I shall not be alone without you, no, not!
I shall spend my life with other friends, but,
Sitting alone and pensive, you, I shall try to forget
And keep my heart with woe, and other friends set.
Farewell my soul, my spirits adieu!
Adieu my gone friends, adieu both you.

Her Love was just a dream
She slept with it for nights
But never in the morn, was it to he seen
Though it had little light
Yet hope was her only beam.
"The battle was on
And the soldiers still fighting.
With his army he moved along
Evil were his eyes portraying
The sword flashed in the air to slay
He fought so fiercely,
that the enemy got no chance to pray.
While stepping over the dead
whose clothes were quenched with blood
it appeared, as if a man of esteem great
walked over a carpet red.
Victory was falling in his feet
A few steps more,
And his foe, would face complete

defeat."

Soon, it was morning again
to see the devil running away.
Ah ! but it was just a dream
never to come true and her love
that too, was never to be seen.
Right was their to rule
The only power, forever that was to stay.
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Wretched Memor:ies
.Syed

Azhar Mohyiddin

Syed Azhar Mohyiddin

When I think of you, it makes me shiver
Your very sight makes me shrink
The days we spent together
And the pretty eyes you used to blink
Those that passed by the river
Just you and me alone
Promises of love will always live
Thoughts of the days long gone
The eyes that met so often
How could I believe, would betray me ever
You left me with a bleeding heart
And a soul to rest never
J will not forget the day
When you said, together we ~ha\l stay
'The words I still remember
Were they, but a play
0' wretched one, another prey
I wish you will never find
Would some one ever, leave you too
With a wounded heart to cry
If you were ever left, without any peace of min9
To you my thought always that day w~1l remind.
-. ••,

A SONG OF LOVE

•

Is this true, what I hear
The sound that rings in my ear
A voice so soft and sweet
Singing a song of love
Of the time when two hearts will meet
Its rising high above
And the fields seem awake from sleep
Once again have come to life
The pretty colours of spring
My heart is beating with the tune
And my soul flying without wings.
'0' sweet voice come nearer to me
Or is this just a dream.
I am so happy and to me
the whole world so seems.
'Come nearer sweet voice
.And make me sing with thee.
--:

0 :--

I

"I cannot sing the old songs I
sang long years ago,
For heart and voice, would fail me,
and foolish tears would flow."
(Charlotte Alington Barnard ("Claribel")
Poets are all who love, who fe~l great
truths,
And tell them ; and the t~uth of truths
is love.
(Philip JaJ1?esBailey)
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I try my level best to hide
That in my heart what sorrowS chide

C(OHm U <0

Its' chidin', chidin', chidin' all
which seems to me as throbb in' fall
I want death and I want death
..calling till I lose my breath.

/I

Agha Ali
Tired.

Frustrated.

Exhausted

Like one bird in garden hoisted
I am. It is the lonely place
Where no one yet raises
The voice which would meet mine

--:

0 :--

which raises under the pine
For ages past had I been thus
Waiting to see what fate does
I always feel my helplessness
which always lead me to digress
A prison, a prison, a prison it is
I know I would not get out of this
until my end does catch me up
And wholly, solely life gets done
I sing my song in solitude
until I see some friendly clue
But always forged, forged clue
My feelin's which had risen so high
Do always find malignancy nigh
My lhoughts, my hopes are shattered all
The paradise I gained and lost
My heart does break in thousand pieces
And each piece further breaks in pieces
Then darkness, darkness, darkness fall
And in that darkness I do crawl
picking putting, picking putting
In a way I do some k?-itting
Then when its day I show my gay'
My heart patched up on the tray
126

"There is no disappointment we endure
one half so great as that we
are to ourselves."
(Philip James Bailey)
"Regrets are the natural property of
gray hairs."
"The soul selects her own society,
then shuts the door."
"Experience is the child of thought,
.and thought is the child of Action.
men from book."

(Charles Dickens)
(Emily Dickens)
We can not learn
(Disraeli)

POEM

WE

Mohd. Rafiq Hasan

M. A. Basir

Quivering thoughts
of dead past,
and unborn future,
trouble my tiny self;
incidents, occasions, chances-missed,
umissed,
hopes, aspirations, ideals and what not?
Present fading with the smoke.
Time running, flying high
me too, too high-things
impossible I do-And then a single cruel
moment!

we all are flowers of the same garden,
we all are beads of the same Necklace,
Love and brotherhood is our warden
Truth is our guide and Accomplice. '

Heaving a cool sigh,
pussing at the last cigarette, I perceive,
how bitter the reality is !

we all are pages of the same book ,
to read it you need a creative outlook ,
we all are colours of a rainbow ,
yellow, green, orange, red, purple and indigo.

--:0:--

I

"If the dullest person in the world would oniy pui down
,sincerely what he or she thought aoout his Of her life, about
work and love, religion and emotion, it would De a fascinating document."
(Arthur Christopher Benson)
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we all are
the ocean
we all are
beautiful,

drops of the same ocean
of love and emotion ,
'
petals of the same flower
sweet but never sour.
'

we all are loops of the same chain ,
all efforts to break this end in vain.
we all are students of the same college,
The college of learning and knowledge.
we all are branches of the same tree ,
our aim is that every body be free,
our spirit and soul is tied ,
with the thread of unity,
we all should abide,
with this law of humanity.

:..J )129
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In Sweet Menlory of

To----

G.e.

.Rao M. Aslam Bazmi

Moazzam Ali Khan
You were the only 'so neafe eto me,
My visit to the country 'reminded 'me,
Of our secret meetings and secret talks,
Besides the stream, our lonely walks,
Who could think of our seperation,
You were to me of great inspi;ation,
'h ts WIt
'hh'il"fl("
t e r re e Hon,
Sorne starry nlg
What is not is your
reles's affecti n ?

meas'

I do remember the days fuB of merries,

Our treading through die trees fuB of cherries,
Gone those lovely marvelous d~ys,
And everyone in the country still says,
You were the only so dearest t'o me.

--:0 :--

o ! the

endless fount of learning
How sweet were the times !
When we,
Ih quest of knowledge,
chose thy bosom.
Shall I call it 'A Happy sojourn' ?
'An exquisite romance' ?
How mute are the two words !
o breathe my love
for thee.

o

! the seat of thought and wisdom,

Happy shall thee live,
And serve
the hearts and minds
with thy mission
"Courage to know"-

"With women the heart argues, not the mind."
(Mathew Arnold)
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Parents
The Lord hath decreed, that ye worship none save

Him and (that ye show) kindness to parents.

If one of

them or both of them to attain old age with thee, say not
"fie" unto them nor repulse them but speak unto them

B

a gracious word-And

mission

throngh

lower unto them the wing of sub-

mercy, and say:

My Lord

! Have

I
I
I
-I
I
ill
I
Ii
I
6
I~~~~~~I~U~~BJ~~~~I

mercy on them both as they did care for me when I was

little.

"And, we have enjoined

parents-

His mother

beareth

upon man concerning his

him in weakness

weakness and his weaning is in two years-Give
unto

Me

and

unto

thy parents.

journeying-(AI-Quran)

I~'i
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Unto

upon

thanks

me is the
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Naeem Hayat,
Prof. S. Azhar
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Nadeem Ashraf,
Mashtaq Hussain.
Nazir Saeed,
Shahbaz A. Sheikh,
Shabbir Anwar,
Ali Rizvi,
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Prof. Shahid Hussain.
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About Ourselves
.:

~.,

....

Nazir Saeed
,

.

As the time winds the exhausted
month's length

chain to

run the

twelve ..
its SS.

again, the New Hostel building completes

years of existence
painted doors.

with

its newly

white

washed

walls

and

Thanks to the PWD who is busy in renovating"

the building in a bid to make

its ancient structure

more attra-"

ctive.
Time is a sort of river of passing events
current;

no sooner

is a thing

brought

and strong

is its.

to sight than it is swept.

by and another takes its place, and this too will be swept
The M.A. Students
of their

parted with

lives within

the

tree that

matured

it.

us after spending the best years.

ancient walls of this structure

drops the ripe olive, extolling

the

belonging

with a new"

excitement

, >

of Students'

was seen in the New Hostel.
new revolutions,

and;

UNION
Union were

held in November."

There was a great stir and bustle and a hectic election
."

3rd

activities.

STUDENTS'
The elections

to the

the hostel in September

fervour and enthusiasm generating a tremendous
vigour in the hostel

just as

season that bore it and the-

The newcomers

year and Sth year entered

away.

with troubles

The canditates
and their
133

with

campaign

promises

solutions-assisted

of
by'

~ I
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134
supporters.

handbills

Many residents

and

had

Hats off to the

to

pamphlets

tried to reach their voters.

indulge in forced handshakes.

hostel

residents

who

swept

Qlections with Abid Riaz and Shahbaz Ahmed
elected

President

and Secretary

.5th year representative
tative also belonged

Complete

Anyhow.

away

TABLE TENNIS

the union

Sheikh having been

respectively.

Results are as foll'ows :_

Singles

I. Abdullah

Shah

Doubles

I. Abdullah

Shah and Sarer Nasir

Nazir Saeed, the

and Aqil Usman, the 6th year

2. Fateh Khan and Muhammad

represen,lucky

to the New Hostel.

Doubles:

New Hostel
.hry

were

had a busy session.
appointed

Ma'ntaining

the cultural

its old

and literary

Razzaq Ahmed

as President
traditions.

and

l. Abdullah

Masud

Shah and Raja Asim

2. Liaqat Hayat and Asif Nawaz

BAZM-I-NAZEER
As usual. Bazm.i-Nazeer.

2. Fateh Khan

of

BADMINTON

and Ijaz Chaud-

secretary

"A Hostel

society

Singles:

respectively.

Festival

Week"

Doubles:

was

I. Asif Nawaz

2. Muhammad

I. Asif Nawaz and Zaheer

Asif

Ahmed

(

lcelebrated

which includE'dr three

and. a 'Mu haira'.

The results

I

Eng.lish
Urdu

Debate
Debate

,Punjabi
Mushaira

are as folloyvs :-

.Lucky Doubles:

-

I

~haudhry

(First).

:-Shahid

Chaudhry

Sibte--Iia,ssan

(consolation

:-(Nazam)

Shahbaz

ANNUAL
The Hostel

Shahid Chaudhry

2. Zaheer. Ahmed and Muhammad

Asif

CARROM BOARD

(First).

Altaf

Singles:

Qasim

Doubles:

prize).
(First),

I. Ansar Javed

Zaheer

I. Muhammad

Shahid Chaudry

(First) Nazi r Saeed (Second)

j

the hostel. were held in the last week of February.
,

packed to capacity

of

I.

Games

Tariq

Mahmood

I

a huge crowd of residents
especially

Qs-ual. the most excitement

and the common

Room
.

during the final competitions.
centred

around

Table Tennis.

Shah

Asif and Tariq Ibrahim
Ahmed

DRAUGHTS

I

The

I. Mohammad

Luqman

Luqman and Ansar Javed

2. Abdullah Shah and Zaheer

COMMON ROOM TOURNAMENTS
,
Common Room Games. a traditional
fixture
."

2. Muhammad

2. ,Liaqat Hayat and Abdullah

Ahmed
ucky Doubles:

f

attracted

Asif and Shafiq Sheikh

I. Asif Nawaz and Tahir Masud

Sheikh

(Second).
(Ghazal)

2. Muhammad

Urdu. Punjabi)

Fateh Khan (Third).

Debate
(Secon~).

I

(English.

:---;Nazir SaE;ed (F-irst). Abid Saeed. (Seco~d)
:-. Shahi~

( ~(Second).

debates

2.

Shabbir Khan

CHESS

.,. was
I.

As
.Mr.

COMmon

Nisar'Ahmed
RooAl :

2.

Khalid

'1. Abdullah

Manzoor
Shah
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Man of 'the Match:

Mess Athlete:
Best Loser:

Raja Asim Khan

Ghazanfer
Rai Zulfiqar

Ali

CONTIRllBlUTOJRS

Ali

ANNUAL
The Annual Dinner
lawns

in the

Jafri

was

address

last

the

of welcome

ceremony.

The

certificates
the

of

Guest.

was arranged

March.

Professer

chief

Guest

Room

Games

which

was punctuated

chief

Guest

described

The

principal

also

in the

hoste

Karamat

One of the prefects

which was followed

of Merit and gave

Common

dinner

of the Hostel

week

chief

DINNER

Hussain

presented

the

and various debates.

his emotional

addressed

the

attachment

days,

to the hostel.

and

later

have

our

two

new Superintendents

Syed Azhar Ali Rizvi of the department
Rashid

Ahmed

of the

Superintendent,
of t.he New

Prof.
Hostel,

Four Prefects
to

look

Muhammad

Ahmad.

after

of Economics.

were

appointed

Altaf

An old Ravian - Author of a couple of poetical
volumes. Serving in the Air Force. Now-adays writing a novel (Quest for Permanence).

Fiza-ur-Rehman

Khan:

Ex-Warden, New Hostel.
mics. Principal, G. C.

prof.

One of the associates of the Quaid-e-Azam.
Chairman of the U. N. Working group on chile.

Khalid Iqbal:

Ex-Reporter, G.C. Gazette.
in the "Sun".

Qasim,

KMJCP ;

Anwar

a~d

ly serving in Pakistan Embassy overseas.

warden.
M.A. Basir:

Reading French for his B.A.

Mahboob Ghani:

An old Ravian. Ex-Editor G.C. Gazette, ex.
asstt. Editor, the Ravi. Author of (A Monhood
Guide). Now-a-days launching a magazine.

session.

Sajjad.

serving

An old Ravian. Did his M.A. in English. current-

The quad ret comprised,

Shabir

currently

Khawaja Ahmed Usman : Asstt. Editor, the Ravi. Reading for his B. A.

our former

this year early in the

Professor of Econo-

G. Allana :

and Girls Hostel.

the affairs of the hostel.

Luqman,

and

Shahid Hussain, took over as the
Iqbal Hostel

Danish Farhad :

in prof.

of psychology

Department

An educationiost, author, diplomat and administrastor.
Better
known by his pen-name
"Patras".
Ex-Editor, the Ravi. Ex-Principal
G.C.

on the-

ADMINISTRATION
we

A. S. Bokhari :

the

was served.

This time

Head of the Deptt. of Political Science.
Author of the Book "Politics and people's
Representation in Pakistan."

or

In his speech

of his hostel

gathering

Ahmed Hussain:

Roll of Honour~

away the prizes to the winners

by small episodes

A Ravian - writes poetry.

the.

by the prize distribution.

dirtributed

Agha Ali :

Moazzam Ali Khan:
Mohammad Khalid Khan:

Head of the Deptt.
and Literature.
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PHONI!;

RESIDENCE4""
Mohd Rafiq Hasan:

An old resident

of

the

hostel.

Did

his B.A.

from G. C.
M i r Ikram-u I-Haq :

Did his M.A. in English from G.C. Now-a-days
serving in "The Pakistan Times" as sub-editor.

Nazir

Editor,
The Patras.
Member
of th'~ College
Advisor
counciL President
Iqbal. H.o~tel (The
Quadrangle)
1971-72
•.

Saeed:

Perwaz

Hasan:

Rao M. Aslam
Rubina

A post graduate
Bazmi :

Ali:

Editor,

student

The Ratras,

Reading

History

for her Masters.

Chief Justice

S. Azhar

Lecturer in Psychology.
Hostel, G. C.

Sail

An old resident

Abbas:

(Retired)

of Pakistan.
Superintendent,

of the hostel.

Ex-asstt.

New

editor,

The Ravi.
Shahid

Head of the Deptt.
of Philosophy.
Warden,
New Hostel, Iqbal Hostel and Girls
Hostel

Hussain:

fans

Science.

1974.

S. A. Rehman:
Ali Rizvi :

of Political

CEILING
TABLE
PEDESTAL

G. C.
Shahid

Rahim

Syed Azhar
Taymaor
Teepu

Sheikh:

Mohyiddin:

Editor,
Reading

The Ravi 1974. Did his M.A. in English.
Economics

for his Masters.

Aslam Khan:

Mahabet

Khan:

Reading

for his B.A.

Manufacturers:

fflAfffFU3Q &
Court Road - Gujr t
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